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1. Introduction 
Magnetic sensors gained an important role in industrial sensing. Their application range is very wide, 
encompassing on one hand applications in medicine or geophysical research, on the other hand the 
automotive industry and automation. Magnetic field is generated and influenced in many ways, so that 
a lot of processes can be converted into a task where measurement of the magnetic field yields the 
desired information. This is typically the case of contactless current measurement, where the flowing 
current causes creation of a magnetic field that can be measured with a magnetic sensor. Sensitive 
magnetic sensors can be used to determine the gradient (and thus distortion) of the ambient Earth field 
to detect metal objects such as cars on the road or even metal deposits in human tissues. In navigation, 
the compass is still a very useful device. Magnetic sensors allowed replacing the mechanical 
compasses with their electronic alternatives, which nowadays are present in most of mobile “smart” 
phones. In industrial automation, magnetic sensors are very often used as proximity detectors and 
rotational encoders.  
 Of course, there is no a single type of a magnetic sensor that would suit even the limited bundle of 
applications mentioned above. There are various types of sensors, based on different principles, with 
different sizes and performances. From the point of view of measurement, the most important 
parameters of magnetic sensors are the resolution, sensitivity, hysteresis, linearity and measurement 
range. In many applications, the temperature dependences are also of a big interest. In practice, 
attention has to be paid to the real meaning of the terms used by individual researchers to avoid false 
interpretation, for instance the term “sensitivity” is sometimes used instead of “resolution” etc. From 
the point of resolution, one can line up the most popular magnetic sensors in the following order: for 
very sensitive measurements (for example in medicine), SQUID (superconducting quantum 
interference device) allowing measurements of magnetic fields down to femtoTesla ranges are the 
proper choice. They are followed by fluxgates with the resolution in order of hundreds of picoTesla. 
Yet in 1970s, the next available sensors in the line would be the Hall probes, with a typical resolution 
of units of T. However, thanks to the technological development in the field of deposition of thin 
layers and in association with the massive expansion of the personal computers, new sensor group 
became available with the resolution in the order of units to tens of nanoTesla. These devices are 
based on the magnetoresistive effects in thin layers, i.e., on the change of resistance of a material or 
more complicated material structure in response to the magnetic field. Although the phenomenon of at 
least the so-called anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) has been known for tens of years, it was first 
in the last third of the 20
th
 century, when the technology allowed using of this effect in the design of a 
sensor. The need for miniaturizing the reading heads in hard-drives boosted the development 
significantly and magnetoresistive reading heads replaced the reading coils. Eventually, sensors for 
linear measurements have been designed that exploit the anisotropic magnetoresistive effect. These 
sensors became considerably popular thanks to their miniature size compared to fluxgate and higher 
sensitivity compared to Hall sensors. Nowadays, they occupy a firm position on the market, serving 
primarily in contactless current measurement applications, contactless angle detection and in 
electronic compasses.  
 In the late decades of 20
th
 century, yet different principles have been employed in magnetic 
sensing. The magnetoresistive family got new members – sensors based on the Giant Magnetoresistive 
Effect (GMR) and the Spin Dependent Tunneling (TMR). The design of these sensors is more 
complicated than that of Anisotropic Magnetoresistors, as it relies on the effects in multilayers. On the 
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other hand, they can yield higher resolution and sensitivity. Nowadays, there are market-available 
GMR and TMR sensors for angle measurements. 
 The magnetoresistive sensors are rather non-typical circuit components and to use them effectively 
in the particular application requires a specific circuit design. Author of this thesis has spent over 
10 years in the field of magnetoresistive sensors, dealing with the design of the sensor itself, 
developing the appropriate circuits for signal processing and proposing new applications. This thesis 
summarizes his knowledge, utilizing his published works. 
 
 
Organization of the thesis 
The thesis is submitted as a series of published works of the author accompanied with an explaining 
and unifying text. It would be very demanding for the reader if no basic introduction was given into 
the principles of the phenomena that are employed in the magnetoresistive sensors. This basic 
summary is subject of the Chapter 2 and it is yet divided into the sections related to the Anisotropic 
Magnetoresistance, Giant Magnetoresistance and Spin Dependent Tunneling. Many references to 
published works are given in the text for the reader’s convenience. Basic considerations on the sensor 
design, indispensable for understanding the advanced techniques used to improve the performance of 
magnetoresistive sensors, are also presented in Chapter 2.  
 Chapter 3 is dedicated to the description of the author’s own results in the field of magnetoresistive 
sensors. In section 3.1, issues associated with the development of precise magnetometers with AMR 
sensors are discussed. A summary is given of the reached parameters of AMR magnetometers. 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 give information on the advances in magnetic sensing with GMR and TMR 
sensors. Chapter 3.4 is dedicated to other applications of magnetoresistive sensors than magnetometry, 
more concretely to contactless current measurement and power measurement. 
 
 To distinguish the referenced pieces of work of the author of this thesis from works of others, the 
references to the author’s texts are typed [underlined] both in the thesis text and in the list of 
references. The eleven key works of the author are available in the Appendix. 
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2. Sensors based on anisotropic, giant and tunneling 
magnetoresistance 
2.1 Anisotropic magnetoresistance 
2.1.1 Resistivity in magnetoresistive materials 
A magnetized ferromagnetic conductor exhibits different resistivity in different directions. 
The maximum resistivity is imposed to the current flowing along the magnetization of the material, 
and the minimum resistivity is imposed to the current flowing orthogonally to the magnetization. This 
phenomenon was firstly reported by William Thomson (also known as Lord Kelvin), who made this 
discovery in Glasgow before 1856 [1, 2].  
 In general, magnetic field can affect the conduction of substances in several ways, giving rise to 
several so-called galvanomagnetic effects. A comprehensive summary of these effects has been 
presented in [3]. In ferromagnetics, there is a strong influence of the material own magnetization, 
besides the external magnetic field, making the situation more complicated. Due to their specificity, 
the galvanomagnetic effects in ferromagnetics are sometimes called the extraordinary 
galvanomagnetic effects; the effect observed by William Thomson, called extraordinary or anisotropic 
magnetoresistance (AMR), being one of them.  
 There are four chemical elements that exhibit ferromagnetic behavior above 0°C – Fe (771°C), 
Ni (358°C), Co (1127°C) and Gd (16°C). In parentheses, the Curie temperature of these metals is 
indicated, where the transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state occurs. Various alloys of Ni, 
Co and Fe are common in magnetoresistive sensors technology. It can be noticed that these elements 
belong to the group of the so-called transition metals, i.e., they do not have fully occupied 3d-orbitals. 
Although a phenomenological description of the extraordinary magnetoresistance is possible in rather 
a non-complicated way, the origin of this effect cannot be explained without applying quantum 
mechanical principles on the conductivity in transition metals. The primary works in this field were 
made in the first half of the 20
th
 century, especially by N. F. Mott, who developed a model of the 
electrical conductivity in transition metals [4, 5]. Later works on electrical transport in transition 
metals [3, 6, 7] are in fact based on the Mott’s two-current model, extending it to the area of 
ferromagnetic metals. It has been concluded that the primary source of the extraordinary 
magnetoresistance on the atomic level is the spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons. 
 Let us designate ρ|| the resistivity of a magnetized and saturated ferromagnetic material in the 
direction of the magnetization, and  the resistivity in the direction orthogonal to the magnetization. 
McGuire and Potter [7] showed that the resistivity 0 of such a material, if fully demagnetized, is  
 
 
3
2
3
1
||0
 (1) 
From these values, a so-called anisotropic magnetoresistive coefficient or ratio (AMR) is defined as 
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Some authors use different definition of the AMR coefficient, such as AMR = Δρ/ρ||, or AMR = Δρ/, 
so attention has to be paid to the proper interpretation of a particular text. The AMR coefficient 
reaches units of percent in the ferromagnetic materials, see Table 1. In Table 1, additional material-
specific parameters important in the design of AMR sensors are indicated, i.e., characteristic field of 
anisotropy, magnitude of magnetization in saturation, and magnetostriction coefficient. 
Table 1: Parameters of the ferromagnetic materials @ room temperature (after [8]).  
Alloy composition 
Δρ/ρ0  
 
(magnetoresistive 
coef.) 
ρ0 
 
(resistivity of 
demagnetized 
material) 
Hf 
 
(char. field) 
Ms 
 
(saturated 
magnetization) 
Λ 
 
(magneto-
striction coef.) 
(%) (%) (10-8 Ω.m) (A.m
-1) (10-5A.m-1) (10-6) 
NiFe 81:19 2.2 22 250 8.7 0 
NiFe 86:14 3 15 200 7.6 -12 
NiCo 70:30 3.8 26 2500 7.9 -20 
NiCo 50:50 2.2 24 2500 10 0 
NiFeCo 60:10:30 3.2 18 1900 10.3 -5 
NiFeCo 74:10:16 2.8 23 1000 10.1 0 
NiFeMo 87:8:5 0.7 72 490 5.1 0 
CoFeB 65:15:20 0.07 86 2000 1.03 0 
 
 
 For further considerations, saturated state of a ferromagnetic material will always be assumed, i.e., 
it will be supposed that the particular magnetic moments of all the magnetic domains within the 
material are always oriented in the same direction, so that the total magnetization vector M reaches the 
maximum possible value, saturated magnetization Ms. If there is a reason for M to change its direction, 
it is always assumed that magnetic moments of all the domains undergo this motion to the new 
direction. This assumption is referred to as a coherent rotation of magnetization. The magnitude of M, 
or saturated magnetization Ms, is dependent on the material (see Table 1). 
 The magnetization vector can be decomposed into its components along the coordinates x, y and z 
of the chosen orthogonal Cartesian system, M = (Ms.cosx, Ms.cosy, Ms.cosz), where x, y, z are 
the angles between M and the respective coordinates. Let α = (cosαx, cosαy, cosαz) be the unit vector in 
the direction of magnetization M. Then the electric field E inside the ferromagnetic material can be 
described with a general formula [3, 7, 8] 
 
)()( H JJJE

    (3) 
 
or in a fully equivalent matrix representation of the Ohm’s law 
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Here J is the vector of the current density; 
 ρH is the Hall coefficient of the material; 
  meaning of the rest of the quantities has been explained above. 
JE

   (4) 
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 Although the anisotropic magnetoresistive effect has been noticed by Lord Kelvin already, its 
practical exploitation was possible first in the second half of the 20
th
 century, when the level of 
technology allowed manufacturing of thin films of ferromagnetic materials. In fact, the design of the 
present real devices employing the anisotropic magnetoresistive effect is based exclusively on thin 
film structures. This bears a significant simplification to the formulae for the electric field in the 
material. 
 Let us consider a thin film of a material that exhibits anisotropic magnetoresistance. Choosing a 
coordinate system in a way that x-axis coincides with the direction of current propagation and z-axis is 
orthogonal to the plane of the film, the vector of the current density can be written as 











0
0
xJ
J
 .  
 As the thickness of the film is very small compared to its width and length, there is a strong so-
called demagnetization factor in the z-axis direction, thus practically avoiding M to elevate out of the 
film plane. In other words, it is energetically convenient for M to rotate in the film plane only. Then 
the angle between z-axis and M is always 90° and cosy = sinx. Considering these facts and using the 
previously presented formulae, one gets for components of E 
 
 
 
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xHz
xxy
x
2
x
sin
2sin
2
1
coscos
cos
JE
JJE
JE
x
xyx
x


 



 (6) 
 
 It can be seen that the electrical current flowing through a saturated film of a magnetoresistive film 
leads to a creation of the electrical field, whose direction is dependent on the angle of magnetization 
and which generally has components along all the three axes of the coordinate system. However, Ex, or 
the field arising in the direction of the current propagation, is of the greatest importance, as it 
represents the direct manifestation of the anisotropic magnetoresistive effect. The resistivity imposed 
to the current, or measured in the current propagation direction, is meas = Ex / Jx. Let αx, or the angle 
that M contains with the direction of current propagation, be designated  in the further text. Then 
 
   2||
2 sincos  meas  (7) 
  
 Equation (7) is usually called Woigt–Thomson formula and it remains sufficiently precise even in a 
real, polycrystalline film with randomly oriented crystallites [7, 8]. Many modifications of this basic 
formula have been developed to better approximate the real behavior of the resistivity in a 
ferromagnetic film, e.g. [9], but in fact, the presented formula in its basic form represents a sufficiently 
good model for the ordinary magnetoresistive sensors; it is even good enough to allow characterization 
of the behaviour of M inside a magnetoresistive material through the resistance measurement [10]. 
 For completeness, it should be mentioned that the field Ey is a manifestation of the so-called planar 
or extraordinary Hall effect for its apparent similarity to the regular Hall effect, used in 
semiconductor-based Hall sensors, where the electric field also arises in the transversal direction to the 
flowing current. However, it has to be emphasized that the physical origin of this effect is completely 
different than that of the regular Hall effect [3]. Although papers exist that propose magnetic sensors 
employing the extraordinary Hall effect [11], there is no real commercially-available sensor that would 
really be based on this effect. The same applies to the voltage arising along the z-axis direction.  
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2.1.2 Magnetization in magnetoresistive bodies 
From the analysis made above it is obvious that the anisotropic magnetoresistive effect is exploitable 
for the measurement of a magnetic field, if the angle of M inside a saturated film of magnetoresistive 
material can be influenced by the magnetic field in a defined way. In general, M possesses such a 
position that the energy of the system is minimized.  
 The total magnetization-related energy in a ferromagnetic stripe used in magnetoresistors consists 
of several terms. In basic considerations, the magnetostatic energy, related to the mutual orientation of 
an external magnetic field H and M and being minimal for M coinciding with H, and energy terms 
associated with the uniaxial anisotropies in the material, are taken into account. Uniaxial anisotropy 
manifests itself by the existence of the so-called easy axis, where M tends to orient to. The energy 
associated with the uniaxial anisotropy is minimal when M is oriented along the easy axis (in one of 
the two possible directions), all other directions of M lead to a state with a higher energy. The 
“strength” of the uniaxial anisotropy is quantified by its characteristic field Hk. The higher Hk, the 
stronger affinity of M to the easy axis, or the higher energy needed to incline M out of the easy axis. 
There are several origins of uniaxial anisotropies in magnetoresistive stripes, as will be discussed later. 
It can be shown that, in the first approximation, several uniaxial anisotropies with different easy axes 
and Hk values result in an equivalent uniaxial anisotropy, whose Hk and direction of easy axis can be 
derived from the parameters of the original uniaxial anisotropies [12].  
 The practical exploitation of anisotropic magnetoresistive effect in magnetoresistive sensors rely on 
narrow stripes formed out of a thin film of magnetoresistive material deposited onto an appropriate 
substrate. In practice, alloy of nickel and iron, NiFe 81:19 (called permalloy) is mostly used as a 
material for fabrication of the magnetoresistive stripes. Its magnetoresistive coefficient is high enough 
to allow its exploitation in sensors and it has very low magnetostriction (see Table 1), i.e., its magnetic 
properties are not sensitive to the mechanical stresses. The width of magnetoresistive stripes is usually 
in the order of tens of micrometers, the thickness is tens of nanometers, the length reaches hundreds to 
thousands of micrometers. The stripes are mostly sputtered onto a passivated silicon substrate. To save 
the space in the sensor, the stripes are almost exclusively realized as meanders [13, 14, 15]. The 
magnetoresistive ratio is rather small, reaching units of percent (see Table 1). This ratio can 
additionally be affected by high background resistivity 0, caused among others by the charge carrier 
scattering on the material grain boundaries. The amount of the material grains can be reduced by 
annealing of the sputtered films, lowering thus 0. Annealing must be done in an inert atmosphere 
(mostly argon); even a small amount of oxygen present during annealing process can depreciate the 
anisotropic material due to surface oxidation. A homogeneous magnetic field is usually applied during 
annealing in the direction of the intended longitudinal axis of the stripes. This measure is performed in 
order to reduce the anisotropy dispersion in the material, but it also leads to creation of a uniaxial 
anisotropy with the easy axis along the direction of the applied field. In further text, this anisotropy 
will be called the induced anisotropy. The characteristic field Hk,f of this anisotropy in NiFe 81:19 is 
around 250 A/m. Altogether, annealing reduces the background resistivity 0, lowers the mechanical 
stresses in the material and leads to creation of the induced anisotropy with a low dispersion. 
 The shape of a saturated ferromagnetic body heavily influences behavior of its magnetization. The 
divergence of magnetization on the surfaces of a spatially limited ferromagnetic body leads to 
existence of the so-called demagnetization field [16]. In a simplified way, it can be said that it is 
harder to magnetize a (non-spherical) ferromagnetic body in certain direction compared to other 
directions. Thus, the magnetization in a saturated ferromagnetic body can have preferred directions of 
orientation, depending on the shape of the body. The theory of demagnetization effects have been 
described thoroughly in the general textbooks on magnetism [17], so in this work, a basic knowledge 
on the topic is assumed, and only the case of thin narrow ferromagnetic stripes will be discussed. More 
detailed analysis has been made in [18]. It can be shown [11, 13, 19] that the demagnetization effects 
in a thin ferromagnetic stripe have two consequences:  
(1) vector of magnetization M does not leave the plane of the stripe under normal conditions due to 
a huge demagnetization factor in the perpendicular direction to the stripe plane (z-axis), and 
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(2) M tends to orient itself along the longitudinal axis of the stripe (x-axis). This tendency can be 
described, in the first approximation, as a uniaxial anisotropy with the easy axis along the 
longitudinal axis of the stripe. This anisotropy is called the shape or form anisotropy.  
The characteristic field Hk,s of the shape anisotropy is associated with the so-called demagnetization 
factor Ny in the y-axis direction and with saturation magnetization Ms through the relation [12] 
 
 
sysk, MNH   (8) 
 
 A known problem in this regard is that only in ellipsoidal specimens the demagnetization field is 
uniform, resulting in single-number demagnetization factors along the axes [20]. In rectangular bodies, 
however, the demagnetization field is not uniform in the entire volume of the specimen and thus the 
demagnetization factor in any axis cannot be represented with a single number. However, due to its 
practical importance, considerable effort has been made to develop suitable models that would allow 
making a proper estimation of single-number demagnetization factors even in rectangular bodies [16, 
21–24]. In the case of thin magnetoresistive stripes, an assumption is usually made that the 
demagnetization factor Nx ≈ 0, Nz ≈ 1 and Ny is approximated as Ny = t / (t + w) ≈ t / w, where w is the 
width and t is the thickness of the stripe [8, 11, 19].  
 In a typical AMR sensor, the annealing is performed in a way that the easy axis of induced 
anisotropy lies along the longitudinal axis of the stripes, coinciding thus with the easy axis of the 
shape anisotropy. The resultant anisotropy has the easy axis along the longitudinal axis of the stripe 
and its characteristic field is [12] Ha = Hk,f + Hk,s. As Hk,f can hardly be influenced, being rather a 
material property (see Table 1), the anisotropy can practically be controlled through Hk,s, or the 
thickness and width of the stripe. However, stripe thickness cannot be chosen arbitrarily, because 
thickness bigger than approx. 50 nm can lead to formation of domains in more than one layer, which 
leads to degradation of the magnetoresistive effect. Thus, the width of the stripe is a decisive 
parameter in determination of the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy Ha within the stripe, and 
consequently the sensitivity of the sensor, as will be shown soon.  
 Let us consider a saturated ferromagnetic stripe made of a magnetoresistive material, with a 
uniaxial anisotropy Ha along the longitudinal axis of the stripe. Let an external field H = (Hx, Hy) be 
applied in an arbitrary direction in the stripe plane – see figure 1. The external field H disturbs M from 
its idle position along the easy axis, but due to anisotropy, M does not rotate fully into the direction of 
H. The orientation of M is thus a result of the competition between the magnetostatic energy, 
associated with the external magnetic field H, and energy associated with the affinity of M to the easy 
axis of anisotropy.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Ferromagnetic stripe with inclined M. 
 
Introducing the reduced fields x
x
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H
 , it can be shown [8] that the angle  of inclination of 
M from the longitudinal axis of the stripe in the state of minimum system energy satisfies the formula 
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Unfortunately, there is no (simple) analytic solution for φ (although a way how to find φ analytically 
has been presented recently [25]). It means that there is no simple equation for the angle of M when 
the stripe is exposed to an arbitrary external field H. Nevertheless, the angle of M for an arbitrary H 
can be found geometrically, exploiting the so-called Stoner-Wohlfahrt diagram [26, 27]. 
 However, there exist simple solutions for some particular cases, from which the most important one 
in magnetoresistive sensors is that of H applied in the y–axis direction, called in that case the sensitive 
axis. Then hx is zero and for Hy ≤ Ha, it can be written  
 
     
  
  
 (10) 
 
For Hy > Ha, M is rotated fully to the Hy direction and further increasing of H does not change .  
 
2.1.3 Exploitation of AMR effect in sensors 
Considering a ferromagnetic stripe contacted on its short edges, so that the current flows along the 
longitudinal axis that coincides with the easy axis of anisotropy, exposed to an external field applied in 
the y-axis only, the measured resistivity can be obtained combining (10) and Woigt-Thomson formula 
(7): 
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(11) 
 
 
Expressions (11) are visualized in figure 2. Solid line is the theoretically expected dependence; dashed 
line corresponds better to the real stripe, where mainly the nonuniformity of demagnetizing fields [11] 
and higher terms of anisotropy [28] cause significant differences in the response for bigger inclinations 
of M out of the easy axis.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Theoretical (solid line) and real (dashed line) dependence of the resistivity in the longitudinal direction of AMR 
stripe on the field applied in the orthogonal direction. 
 
 Obviously the dependence of the resistivity  on the applied field Hy is quadratic and unipolar, 
making thus impossible the detection of the polarity of the applied field. Linearization and bipolar 
Hy Ha –Ha 
 ρ|| 
 ρ 
 ρ 
Hb 
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Hy 
 ρ 
 ρ|| 
 ρ 
 (ρ|| + ρ)/2 
 φ = 45° 
Ha –Ha  
response can be achieved in several ways. The most straightforward is to shift the initial orientation of 
magnetization M to an appropriate angle with an additional, bias field Hb, applied in the direction of 
sensitive axis, see figure 2. Then one direction of Hy causes enlargement of the angle  between M 
and x-axis, whereas the opposite direction causes its decreasing. In [29], an analysis has been 
presented showing that it is reasonable to set the initial angle of M to 30°, which can be done with 
Hb = 0.5Ha.  
 Using the biasing field leads to a bipolar response of the magnetoresistive stripe, but this response 
is considerably nonlinear – external field Hy applied in one direction causes different change in 
resistivity than the same field applied in opposite direction. This fact can be beneficial in some 
applications [29], as will be discussed later, but in most applications it is an undesired behavior. 
 Non-zero initial angle between M and the flowing current is usually achieved by inclining the 
current path through the stripe. This is done by depositing shorting bars of aluminum or gold through 
the angle of 45° directly onto the surface of magnetoresistive stripe. As the conductivity of aluminum 
or gold is much higher than that of the magnetoresistive material, the current tries to minimize the 
length of flow through the magnetoresistive material, flowing from one shorting bar to another one in 
the shortest possible way, i.e., with inclination of 45° to the longitudinal axis of the stripe. 
Magnetoresistive structures with shorting bars are commonly called the “Barber poles” [8, 30]. The 
dependence of meas on the field Hy in a system with current flow inclined through 45° can be again 
derived from (7) and (11): 
 
     (  )  
      
 
   
  
  
√  (
  
  
)
 
 (12) 
 
With barber poles, the response of the magnetoresistive stripe gets linearized and symmetrical. There 
are two possible geometrical configuration of barber poles (+45° and -45° with respect to the x-axis) 
and the response of  to the same external field in these two configurations is opposite, see figure 3. 
This is very convenient for the design of the bridge-based sensors, as the availability of pairs of 
elements with bipolar and complementary (mutually opposite) response is a necessary requirement for 
the full-bridge sensor configuration. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Theoretical (solid line) and real (dashed line) dependence of the resistivity of an AMR strip with barber poles at –
45° (solid line) and 45° (dotted line) on the field applied in the orthogonal direction. 
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2.2 Giant Magnetoresistance 
Giant Magnetoresistive Effect (GMR) is an effect of a dramatic change (tens of percent) of resistivity 
in thin film ferromagnetic / nonmagnetic sandwich structures in dependence on the mutual orientation 
of magnetization of ferromagnetic (FM) layers. The GMR effect is of quantum-mechanical origin and 
it is associated with the spin-dependent scattering of electrons propagating in ferromagnetic layers. 
Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg discovered this effect in 1988 and their discovery was awarded by the 
Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007. Various structures have been invented exploiting the same physical 
phenomenon.  
 Structures exhibiting the GMR effect always take a form of sandwiches of thin films of FM 
materials separated with a thin (tens of nanometers, [31]) conductive layer, so-called spacer. The 
resistivity of such a structure, measured usually in-plane for the technological reasons, is dependent on 
the mutual angle of magnetization vectors in the ferromagnetic layers, being the highest for 
antiparallel alignment of magnetization vectors (ρ↑↓) and the lowest for their parallel alignment (ρ↑↑). 
The GMR coefficient, being of 10 – 20 % @ room temperature, is usually defined as  
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

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
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Let ξ be the mutual angle of magnetization vectors in the adjacent FM layers. The resistivity ρGMR of 
the structure is given as  
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Here Δρ = ρ↑↓ – ρ↑↑; 
 
2
0




  (in fact, the resistivity of the structure with orthogonally oriented magnetization 
vectors).  
 
 It has to be emphasized that the resistance of a GMR structure is dependent on the angle of M in 
the FM layers only, regardless to the direction of flowing current. This is a significant difference of 
GMR structures to AMR elements.  
 In the so-called “unpinned sandwich” GMR structure, the exchange coupling effect between the 
layers is exploited, which can lead to a spontaneous antiparallel alignment of the M vectors in the 
adjacent layers in absence of an external field [13]. To ensure this behavior, the spacer thickness is a 
critical factor, as the spontaneous antiparallel orientation arises for certain thicknesses only (the origin 
of this phenomenon has not been fully explained yet, see e.g. [8], p. 166), and additionally the GMR 
effect diminishes for too thick spacers. The mutual orientation of magnetization can be influenced by 
the external field applied in the orthogonal direction to the initial alignment of magnetization vectors, 
causing thus both magnetization vectors to incline from their initial position towards the acting field. 
To enlarge the GMR ratio, more unpinned sandwiches are stacked one upon another, forming thus the 
so-called “multilayer” structure, with more ferromagnetic layers always separated with a conductive 
layer. 
 The influence of the acting field on the direction of magnetization vectors in ferromagnetic layers 
is in general governed by the same principles as the rotation of magnetization in the AMR thin stripes 
(see section 2.1.2). However, the exchange coupling field adds to the characteristic field of the shape 
anisotropy. Exchange coupling field is considerably high in multilayer structures, resulting in a need 
of high magnetic fields to move the magnetization vectors of the layers from the initial antiparallel 
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alignment. This fact results in high operating range, but lower sensitivity of the GMR sensors and 
represents a basic drawback of exchange-coupling based structures.  
 Alternatively, a pinned structure, or spin-valve, uses a spacer of the thickness that still allows 
manifestation of the GMR effect, but the exchange coupling of the layers is very weak. Magnetization 
of one layer is held in a constant direction by an adjacent antiferromagnetic “pinning” layer, 
magnetization in the second layer is free to rotate in dependence of the acting field. In spin valves, 
rather weak fields are sufficient to move the magnetization in the free layer, allowing thus high 
sensitivity of spin-valve based sensors. Spin valve structures are ideal for angle measurements, but 
they can also be used for linear magnetic field measurements. In fact, most of the market-available 
GMR and TMR (see below) structures rely on the spin-valve structures [32]. 
 
2.3 Spin Dependent Tunneling 
The Spin Dependent Tunneling (SDT) effect arises in structures of thin ferromagnetic layers separated 
with a very thin non-conductive spacer. The electrons can tunnel through the barrier from one 
ferromagnetic layer to the other one and the probability of tunneling is dependent on the electron spin 
and orientation of magnetization vectors. The SDT effect is thus again of a quantum-mechanical 
origin. The SDT effect at room temperatures has been proposed in 80’s of 20th century, the first 
realization was achieved in the middle 90’s. The magnetoresistive sensors based on the SDT effect are 
usually called the Tunneling Magnetoresistors or TMR. This technology is very promising thanks to 
high magneto-resistance at room temperature (tens of percent) and very low noise [33]. Authors of 
[33] also state that the sensitivity of a well-designed SDT structure is the highest reported for MR 
sensors without the flux concentrators (for flux concentrators see section 2.4).  
 The practical realization of a TMR device is generally based on the same structures as GMR 
devices (i.e., unpinned sandwiches and spin valves), with some significant differences:  
(1) The spacer between the ferromagnetic layers is non-conductive. It is usually realized as Al2O3 
layer of the thickness of max. units of nanometers. Vopalensky et al. [34] refer about a spin-
valve sensor based on SDT with the spacer thickness of 1.5 nm. Consequently, devices 
employing SDT effect are very sensitive to electrostatic discharge that can destroy the spacer.  
(2) The resistance of a TMR element allows the current to be led perpendicularly to the sensor 
plane, forcing thus all the electrons to undergo the spin dependent tunneling through the 
barrier. This is not possible in GMR based elements because of their low resistance, therefore 
the current is led in the plane of a GMR element, which results in lower GMR coefficient, as 
the electrons can propagate entirely within one ferromagnetic layer and only a minor part of 
the current-leading electrons undergo the spin dependent scattering.  
(3) Using serially connected SDT junctions to realize a TMR sensor. This configuration can lead 
to significant noise suppression [33]. Thanks to the insulating spacer and perpendicular current 
flow, the TMR sensors can be designed as to have rather high resistances, with values of units 
of MΩ easily achievable. This can be an important advantage over the GMR sensors from the 
point of view of power consumption.  
 
The definition of the TMR coefficient as well as the dependence of the resistivity of a TMR device on 
the mutual angle of magnetization is analogical to those of GMR devices.  
 
2.4 Design of GMR and TMR sensors 
Both the unpinned and spin-valve configuration of GMR and TMR elements generally provide a 
unipolar response to the applied field. Hence it is impossible to form a bridge out of these components 
with a bipolar response to the measured field. Nevertheless, there are market-available sensors with 
declared unipolar mode of operation [32].  
 The basic condition for obtaining a bipolar-response bridge is the bipolar response to the measured 
field of the particular bridge legs. Moreover, for a configuration of a full-bridge, elements with 
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opposite response to the same measured field (complementary pairs) must be available. In the case of 
the AMR sensors, the complementary pairs can be easily provided with inclining the current path by 
means of shorting bars – barber poles. In the case of unpinned structures and spin valves made of 
GMR and TMR elements, the situation is much more complicated.  
 In an unpinned GMR or TMR structure, the magnetization vectors of the ferromagnetic layers are 
antiparallel in the idle state. The measured field is applied in-plane in the orthogonal direction, 
lowering the mutual angle of magnetization vectors and consequently lowering the resistivity. 
Changing the polarity of the measured field, the magnetization vectors rotate to the opposite direction, 
but the mutual angle, and thus the resistivity, remains equal. It is however possible to apply an 
auxiliary bias field in the sensitive direction that would set an initial mutual angle of magnetization 
vectors. Then the measured field sums with the bias field and increases or decreases the mutual angle 
of magnetizations depending on its polarity. Thus a bipolar response of a single element is achieved. 
The bias field is usually generated with an integrated flat coil (strap). It is possible to make such a 
geometrical configuration of the GMR / TMR elements that the bias field direction is opposite in two 
bridge elements with regard to the other two bridge elements. Thus the measured field, acting in the 
same direction on all the bridge elements, adds to the bias field in two bridge elements and subtracts 
from the bias field in the other two elements. In this way, formation of complementary pairs is 
possible and a bipolar operation of the bridge can be achieved, as visualized e.g. in [8], p. 292. 
 The magnetization of the free layer in a general spin-valve structure aligns antiparallel to that in 
pinned layer in an ideal state, thanks to a weak, but still existing exchange coupling. The measured 
field, applied in the orthogonal direction, makes the magnetization rotate towards its direction, 
changing the mutual angle of magnetizations and thus the resistivity of the structure. For a strong 
enough field, the magnetization of the free layer is fully rotated into the direction of the measured 
field, the mutual angle between magnetization vectors reaches 90° and further increasing of the 
measured field does not have further effect (not considering extremely strong fields that can decouple 
the pinned layer and damage the sensor). Measured field with an opposite polarity rotates the 
magnetization to the opposite direction, but the mutual angle between magnetizations, and thus the 
resistivity, is the same for both field polarities. Hence the response is unipolar again.  
 Auxiliary bias field is used for obtaining a bipolar response of a spin-valve structure. The technique 
and configuration is described in more detail for example in [34]. The bias field is applied 
orthogonally to the magnetization of the pinned layer and it is high enough to rotate the magnetization 
of the free layer fully to its direction, setting thus the initial angle of magnetizations to 90°. The 
measured field is then applied in the direction of the magnetization of the pinned layer and the 
magnetization of the free layer inclines from its 90° angle towards the measured field. In this way, a 
bipolar response of a spin-valve element is achieved. In this case, however, it is complicated to form a 
complementary pair of bridge elements. Changing the polarity of the orthogonal bias field does not 
lead in reversion of the response to the measured field and the only way how to achieve the 
complementary behavior of the elements would be to provide opposite directions of the 
magnetizations of the pinned layers in the complementary elements, which is technologically 
complicated. Therefore, a half-bridge configuration is commonly used to form bipolar bridges with 
spin-valve elements. Only two diagonally opposite bridge elements are exposed to the measured field, 
whereas the other two elements are shielded from the field by relatively thick (units of micrometers) 
permalloy formations, deposited on the chip, that at the same time act as magnetic flux concentrators 
for the two active elements, which are placed in the gap between the flux concentrators. This 
technique allows to achieve a bipolar response to the measured field at the bridge diagonal even when 
both the active elements react in the same way to the applied field. Another benefit of flux 
concentrators is the increased immunity of the sensor to the components of the field acting out of the 
sensing axis [35, 36]. On the other hand, flux concentrators can contribute to the overall nonlinearity 
and hysteresis of the sensor. At present, half-bridge based on the spin-valve structures with flux 
concentrators is the most popular configuration of market-available GMR and TMR sensors. 
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3. Magnetic field measurement with AMR, GMR and TMR 
sensors 
3.1 Magnetometers with AMR sensors 
3.1.1 Basic considerations 
Nowadays, there are many market-available sensors based on the AMR effect. Sensors based on GMR 
and TMR effects are not so widely spread, but still they have been available on the market recently 
[32, 37]. Additionally, AMR effect is used in sensors for compasses and angle measurement [38, 39].  
 AMR sensors compete with Hall sensors, which have been used for years in many applications. 
Although the AMRs are more sensitive, their remaining problem is a problematical possibility of 
integration of the sensor and processing electronics onto a single chip. In the case of Hall sensors, the 
situation is simpler, as the material of the sensor is a semiconductor. In the case of AMR, however, the 
sensor material contains iron, which is fatal for the silicon-based electronic structures due to possible 
contamination of conducting channels caused by iron diffusion. Thus, the smart sensors employing 
AMR effect and containing the processing electronics are usually realized as a hybrid, multi-die 
system in one package.  
 A basic AMR sensor for the weak field measurement comprises a full Wheatstone bridge of four 
magnetoresistive meanders made usually from permalloy NiFe 81:19, with barber poles deposited in 
such a way that the same field causes opposite effect on resistivity in the adjacent magnetoresistive 
legs of the bridge [8, 30]. Together with the magnetoresistive bridge, there are usually two flat-coils, 
or straps, integrated on the chip, one for creation of a field along the sensitive, or transversal, axis of 
the stripes (compensation coil), the second one for creation of a field along the longitudinal axis of the 
stripes (flipping or set/reset coil).  
 The flipping coil serves for (periodical) remagnetizing of the ferromagnetic material. As was 
explained in section 2.1.2, magnetization has two stable states along the easy axis of anisotropy in the 
absence of an external field. A strong field applied in the direction of easy axis can cause the 
magnetization to change its initial orientation into the opposite direction along the easy axis. In a 
sensor with barber poles, this leads to a reversed sensor characteristics. In a typical sensor that 
employs a full bridge of the magnetoresistive elements, this means that for the same field, the polarity 
of the output voltage of the bridge gets reversed. Periodical remagnetization of the ferromagnetic 
material in the sensor has many benefits: deep saturation of the material significantly reduces the 
hysteresis and noise and it increases the resistance of the sensor against field shocks. A proper signal 
processing of a periodically remagnetized, or flipped, sensor can also reduce the temperature 
dependence of the sensor offset.  
 The magnitude of the field needed for a deep saturation can be estimated from an energetic model 
of the magnetization reversal of the thin ferromagnetic film. Author of this thesis cooperated on a 
development of such a model and its verification on the AMR sensor KMZ51 from Philips, now NXP 
Semiconductors [14]. The results were published in [40]. The energetic model predicts the appropriate 
flipping field to be of 940 A/m. In the particular case of KMZ51, this field means a current pulse of 
approx. 2.8 A flowing through the flipping strap. The manufacturer recommends significantly lower 
pulses (1.5 A max.), but ensuring that the total power dissipation of the sensor is not exceeded, the 
pulse can be higher without destroying the flipping strap. As the flipping circuit is usually realized 
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with a switched capacitor and flipping is made periodically, an energetic consideration must be done 
to determine the maximum allowed capacity of the switched capacitor on the chosen working 
frequency. 
 The effects of the magnitude of flipping pulses has been reported in [40], showing a significant 
reduction of noise for higher flipping pulses. It has been verified that the saturation of material has 
also a significant influence on the offset stability. The offset of the bridge output can generally vary 
after each flipping pulse, if the saturation of the material is not sufficient. In [40], the offset variance is 
presented for various flipping field amplitudes, showing that the higher the flipping field, the better the 
offset stability. This effect is also discussed in more detail in a subsequent work [41]. 
 It is reasonable to perform flipping of the magnetization periodically. This leads, however, to an 
alternating rectangular output signal from a sensor bridge, where amplitude of the signal carries the 
information about the measured field. This is convenient, because the offset of the bridge can 
effectively be eliminated with a high-pass filtering of the bridge output signal. On the other hand, the 
signal has to be demodulated to get the value of the measured field. In [42], a typical circuit used for a 
signal processing in an AMR magnetometer is presented. After amplification of the sensor signal, a 
synchronous detector, or phase-sensitive rectifier, is employed to get a DC signal corresponding to the 
measured field. However, it was eventually found out by the author of this thesis that the sensor output 
is not stable immediately after the flipping pulse. Therefore, a modified circuit is used as a 
synchronous demodulator. The short periods of transients immediately after the flip are ignored, and 
the synchronous detection is applied just to the stable areas of the output. A timing diagram is 
presented in [42]. The demodulator is followed by a sample-hold circuit.  
 To suppress the temperature dependence of the sensitivity of an AMR sensor, it is convenient to 
operate the sensor in the feedback compensation mode. An integrated compensation strap is usually 
used for this purpose. The demodulated signal from the sensor is integrated and the resulting signal is 
led back to the sensor to its compensation coil. If properly connected, a negative feedback is formed in 
this way: in presence of the measured field the integrator integrates the sensor output, magnetic field 
with the opposite orientation to the measured field is generated in the compensation coil, which after 
stabilizing is of the same magnitude as the measured field, compensating thus the measured field and 
maintaining the sensor in a zero magnetic field. Thus, the sensor acts as a zero indicator, which leads 
to significant improvement of linearity (the linearity is determined by the linearity of the feedback 
loop only) and reduction of the temperature dependence of the sensor. The parameters achieved with 
this magnetometer design are concluded in [42] and in [43].  
 
3.1.2 Temperature dependences of AMR magnetometers 
An important parameter of each measuring device, including a magnetometer, is the temperature 
dependence of offset and sensitivity. Since the resistivity of the AMR elements is temperature-
dependent, as in most metallic materials, both the offset and sensitivity of an AMR bridge are 
influenced by temperature. Moreover, the anisotropy field Ha and the difference of resistivity Δ are 
both temperature dependent [8]. For the basic considerations, only the temperature dependence of 
resistivity can be taken into account.  
 In the case of the magnetometer using an AMR sensor, an important question arises, what is the 
proper supply for the measurement bridge. An analysis on the topic has been done by the author of this 
thesis and published in [44]. It has been shown that in an ideal case, the voltage supply of the 
magnetoresistive bridge leads to theoretically temperature-independent offset of the bridge and the 
current supply theoretically eliminates the temperature dependence of the sensitivity of the bridge. 
These findings have also been verified on the KMZ52 [45] magnetoresistive sensor. The sensor was 
placed into a heated magnetic-shielded chamber with the dc attenuation of approx. 75 dB @ 100 T 
(hence the Earth’s field is attenuated by the factor of 5600 to a residual level of about 10 nT). The 
temperature changed in between 25°C and 45°C. First, the temperature dependence of the resistivity of 
a single element was measured, giving the value of the temperature coefficient α = 0.0026°C-1, which 
is in a good agreement with [46]. Then the dependences of the offset and sensitivity of the sensor 
bridge supplied with a constant voltage and constant current source have been measured.  
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 It has been found out that the results are basically in accordance with the developed model. The 
coefficient of the offset temperature drift in the case of constant voltage supply was about -0.0003°C-1. 
This means that offset is still temperature dependent, but the coefficient of its temperature drift is 
almost by an order lower than the temperature coefficient of the magnetoresistive elements. In the case 
of a constant current supply, coefficient of the offset temperature drift was approx. 0.0025°C-1, very 
close to the temperature coefficient of resistivity of the magnetoresistive elements. Hence, the offset 
behavior corresponds very well to the proposed theoretical model. The temperature coefficient of 
sensitivity in the case of a constant voltage source was about -0.0023°C-1, which again fits very well 
with the proposed hypothesis, and it reduces to approx. -0.001°C in the case of a constant current 
supply. Although the hypothesis expected the temperature coefficient of sensitivity to be zero in this 
case, it can be seen that it reduced significantly with respect to the case of a constant voltage supply, 
supporting thus the developed simplified mathematical model.  
 The findings made in [44] are very important for the design of circuitry for AMR magnetometers. 
As the periodical remagnetization of the material (flipping) is usually employed in the magnetometers 
with AMR sensors, the offset temperature dependence does not represent a big problem, because it is 
rather easy to eliminate the offset of the bridge by a careful design of the circuit (high-pass filter and 
synchronous demodulation). However, the temperature dependence of the sensitivity remains a 
problem, although it can be reduced using the compensation mode. Therefore, it is well justified to use 
a constant current supply for AMR sensors. This solution may be easier than that proposed in [47].  
 The influence of the flipping and compensation mode on the temperature dependences of offset and 
sensitivity has been investigated. KMZ51 sensor supplied with a constant-current source was used. 
First, the long term stability of the offset of the flipped sensor in compensation mode under virtually 
constant temperature has been determined. During the test, the sensor was placed into a magnetic 
shielding with a dc attenuation of 75 dB for 48 hours. The variation of offset was between 0 nT and 
60 nT. For the evaluation of temperature dependences of offset and sensitivity, the sensor was placed 
into an 8 layer permalloy cylindrical shielding with an internal thermostat. The offset dependence of 
an unflipped and uncompensated sensor has been evaluated. In the temperature range of -20°C to 
65°C, the offset changed through 3600 nT to -4000 nT, i.e., with the coefficient of approx. -90 nT/°C. 
In the case of a flipped and compensated sensor, the temperature coefficient of the offset drift was 
strongly reduced to approx. 2.1 nT/°C.  
 For the measurement of the sensitivity temperature dependence, the AMR sensor was placed into a 
temperature-controlled chamber inside the Helmholtz coils. The sensor without flipping and 
compensation showed the temperature coefficient of sensitivity of approx. 600 ppm/°C. In the case of 
periodically remagnetized (flipped) and compensated sensor, the temperature dependence of 
sensitivity lowered to approx. 20 ppm/°C.  
 The results have been published in [48]. It has been shown that flipping and compensation modes 
of an AMR sensor heavily improve the temperature dependences of its basic properties, i.e., offset and 
sensitivity.  
 A summary of the achieved temperature-related parameters of KMZ51 / KMZ52, reported in [43, 
44, 48], can be done and compared to the datasheets [14, 45]. The parameters of KMZ51 / KMZ52 are 
identical, as KMZ52 in fact integrates two bridges used in KMZ51 into a single package. The 
datasheets do not contain all the data needed, but the temperature coefficient of offset and sensitivity 
without flipping and compensation is mentioned there. The maximum offset of KMZ51 / KMZ52 is 
guaranteed to be 1.5 mV on each supplying volt (i.e., for a bridge supplied by 6 V, the maximum 
offset is 9 mV etc.) The offset temperature drift coefficient is stated as 3 V/V/°C, but it is not clear 
from the datasheet, what supplying method is assumed, although the supplying method has a crucial 
influence on the offset temperature drift, as it has been shown in [44]. Considering the datasheets, the 
offset of the bridge can be described as Voff = 1.5 mV/V ± 0.003 mV/V/°C and hence  
Voff = 1.5(1 ± 0.002Δϑ) mV/V. The temperature coefficient of offset is then α = 0.002 °C
-1
. This 
value fits very well with that presented in [44] for current supply, being α = 0.0025 °C-1. In constant-
current supplied sensor, reported in [48], the initial offset was equivalent to 36500 nT and its drift was 
90 nT/°C without flipping and compensation. Hence, Boff = 36500 nT ± 90 nT/°C, or  
Boff = 36500·(1 ± 0.0025Δϑ), i.e., α = 0.0025 °C
-1
, in an exact accordance with the value reported in 
[44]. A conclusion can be made that the offset temperature drift coefficient of an unflipped and 
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uncompensated AMR sensor KMZ51 / KMZ52 supplied with a constant-current source can be 
expected to be approx. 0.0025 °C-1, or 90 nT/°C. 
 The sensitivity temperature coefficient of KMZ52 [45] declared by the producer is 3100 ppm/°C. 
In [44], the temperature coefficient of the KMZ52 sensor under voltage supply was found to 
be -0.0023 °C-1, which can be expressed as -2300 ppm/°C. The sign is not important in this regard; it 
can be seen that the measured value is in a considerably good agreement with the producer’s data. In 
[48], the temperature coefficient of the unflipped and uncompensated sensor under current supply 
was measured, being approx. -600 ppm/°C. In [44], the respective value was of approx. -1000 ppm/°C. 
It can be concluded that in the case of current supply of an unflipped and uncompensated bridge, the 
temperature coefficient of sensitivity can be expected around -1000 ppm/°C. 
 Periodical remagnetization, or flipping, and feedback compensation can lead to a huge 
suppression of the offset and sensitivity temperature coefficients. This fact has been demonstrated in 
[43] already, where the temperature coefficient of 100 ppm/°C for a flipped and compensated sensor is 
reported. With further development, this value has been suppressed to 20 ppm/°C [48], which is the 
area of sensitivity temperature coefficient of cheap fluxgates [30, 42].  
 The value of offset drift (expressed in the reading change per degree Celsius rather than by α) of a 
flipped and compensated sensor achieved in [43] was 10 nT/°C, but this value has been improved to 
2.1 nT / °C, as reported in [48], by a careful design of remagnetization process, described in more 
detail in [41]. This is a good result, although this drift is by order higher than that of fluxgates 
(typically 0.1 nT/°C, [42]). 
 
3.1.3 Noise, linearity and hysteresis of AMR magnetometers 
For precise applications, the magnetometer noise can be a crucial property. The noise is normally 
superposed to the useful signal and therefore masks the weak signals. In other words, the noise, among 
other factors, determines the resolution of a magnetometer. Power spectral density (PSD) of the noise 
at low frequencies, such as 1 Hz, is usually of interest in the area of magnetic measurements. Author 
of this thesis cooperated on the research works [40] and [41], which showed that the amplitude of the 
flipping pulses has a strong effect on the sensor noise. The reason for this is that the deeper saturation 
of the material, the better defined the magnetic parameters after remagnetization (flip), or the better 
restoring of the magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic stripe. The magnetometer with AMR sensor, 
reported in [43], used pulses of 2.8 A for flipping. The noise PSD was about 2 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz, the 
RMS value in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz range was approx. 7 nT and the noise peak-to-peak value was 
approx. 15 nT. In [42], slightly higher values are reported, with noise PSD value about 3.2 nT / Hz @ 
1 Hz. It can be concluded that the noise of a flipped magnetoresistive sensor can be expected under 
10 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz. This value is significantly higher than that of fluxgate sensor, which can be as 
low as 10 pT / Hz @ 1 Hz [49]. 
 A basic property of a magnetometer is, besides the sensitivity, the linearity of the transfer curve. 
The linearity of a magnetometer with AMR sensor can be improved by using the feedback 
compensation. In [42, 43], the results obtained both in compensated and uncompensated mode are 
discussed. Without compensation, the linearity of the characteristic of a single sensor was about ±0.3% 
in the range of ±200 T. In accordance with the expectations, feedback compensation highly improves 
the linearity of measurement. In [42], the reported linearity error is ±200 ppm in the range of ±200 T. 
With the further development, the linearity was yet improved to ±40 ppm in the range of ±300 T, as 
reported in [48] 
 Hysteresis of the characteristic is an inherent property of most magnetic sensors. In anisotropic 
magnetoresistors, hysteresis can be highly suppressed by means of remagnetization (flipping). This 
fact represents another reason for periodical flipping. In [42] and [43], hysteresis of a magnetometer 
with AMR sensor is presented both in unflipped and flipped mode, reaching about ±0.3% in the range 
of ±200 T without flipping. With flipping, the hysteresis lowers to ±0.04% in the same measurement 
range. Combined linearity & hysteresis error below ±40 ppm in the range of ±300 T represents the 
best achieved result with an optimized design of the magnetometer circuitry [48]. 
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 Table 2 summarizes the results achieved with a magnetometer with AMR sensor [42, 43, 48]: 
 
Table 2: Parameters of magnetometer with AMR sensor. 
 
 
 
Parameter Best result achieved Typical value 
Measuring range --- ±300 T 
Linearity error & hysteresis ±24 nT (±40 ppm @ ±300 T) ±48 nT (±80 ppm @ ±300 T) 
Long-term zero stability --- ±30 nT 
Offset temperature drift 2.1 nT / °C 2.1 nT / °C 
Temperature coefficient  
of sensitivity 
20 ppm / °C 20 ppm / °C 
Noise PSD 2 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz 5 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz 
3.1.4 AMR sensors for compass applications 
A typical application of magnetic sensors is an electronic compass. Thanks to their miniature size and 
high sensitivity, anisotropic magnetoresistors are a logical choice for realization of such a device. 
Honeywell company offers ready solutions for compassing with AMR sensors [50, 51]. A question 
arises, what parameters of a compass can be expected using AMR sensors as the Earth’s field 
detectors. Let only the azimuth be of interest and let the compass be used in a geographical position, 
where the horizontal component of the Earth’s field is approx. 20 T (Middle Europe). At least two 
sensors have to be used, usually with orthogonal mutual position of sensitive axes [13].  
 Two-axis KMZ52 is a typical sensor that can conveniently be used for a compass design [52]. The 
external field applied in any direction can be decomposed into its components along the two 
orthogonal sensitive axes of the sensor. If Hext is the measured field tilted through the angle α from the 
sensitive axis of sensor 1, then its components are Hextcos(α) in axis 1 and Hextsin(α) in axis 2. Hence, 
the ratio of the sensor outputs Vout2 / Vout1 = tan(α) and the angle of the applied field can be thus 
calculated applying arctan function on the ratio of the sensor outputs. If 20 T is the field magnitude, 
350 nT must be reliably detected to ensure the resolution of 1 degree within the whole angle range.  
 The resolution of the magnetometer developed above is determined by its noise. As the noise rms 
value in the range of 100 mHz to 10 Hz is lower than 10 nT [42], field changes bigger than 10 nT 
should be distinguished from the noise, so that 10 nT can be declared as the best possible 
magnetometer resolution in a short-term mode of operation. This value corresponds to a theoretical 
angle resolution of approx. 0.03 degrees.  
 However, the linearity and hysteresis error measured both in the full range of ±300 T and 
restricted range of ±60 T (important for compassing applications) is typically about ±50 nT in both 
cases, as reported in [48] and [42], respectively. This value corresponds to the angle variation of 
approx. ±0.14 degrees, which is therefore the best theoretically achievable reproducible precision of a 
compass realized with the described magnetometer in a short-term mode of operation. For a long-term 
operation, the offset stability matters. As has been noticed above already, the magnetometer possesses 
the long-term offset variance of ±30 nT, which worsens the theoretical compass precision to approx. 
±0.23 degrees.  
 The temperature coefficient of sensitivity does not represent a big complication, as the outputs of 
the both sensors are processed ratiometrically. Nevertheless, the temperature drift of the offset is a 
serious problem. In a compass intended for use within the temperature range of -20°C to 40°C, the 
offset changes by almost 130 nT in the best circuitry of magnetometer that has been developed, 
limiting the theoretical precision of the compass to approx. ±0.42 degrees.  
 An important problem associated with the use of AMRs in compass applications is the so-called 
cross-field effect. In an ideal vector sensor of a magnetic field, the output should be proportional 
exclusively to the field component in the sensitive axis. However, it is a common situation in magnetic 
sensors that the sensor response is influenced by the orthogonal field component. The associated 
effects are usually called the cross-field effects. In the case of AMR sensors, the cross-axis component 
of the field directly influences the angle of magnetization of the magnetoresitive material, as can be 
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easily understood from section (2.1.2). Thus the resistivity of the magnetoresistive stripe, and 
consequently the sensitivity of the sensor, is strongly affected with the orthogonal field component. In 
a magnetometer application, it may be possible to minimize the cross-field effect by a careful 
adjustment of the sensitive axis and the acting field direction. In a compassing application, however, 
the existence of the orthogonal field component is inevitable, leading thus to the cross-field effect on 
sensitivity, which represents further source of compass inaccuracy. Fortunately, cross-field effect can 
be highly suppressed by periodical flipping and feedback compensation. Additionally, knowing the 
value of characteristic field of anisotropy in an AMR sensor, the cross-field effect on sensitivity can be 
numerically compensated. In [48], basic considerations associated with this topic are made. 
 A conclusion can be made [42] that if 0.5 degrees compass accuracy is sufficient, the AMR is a 
proper choice for its realization. Honeywell Inc. is the market leader of commercially available 
magnetic compasses with AMR sensors, delivered both as electronic components and ready-to-use 
modules. The typical accuracy of the modules is 0.5 degree with the resolution of around 0.1 degree 
[51, 53, 54].  
 
3.2 GMR sensors for magnetic measurements 
In cooperation with US based NVE Coorporation, which nowadays is the world market leader in the 
area of Giant Magnetoresistance and Spin-dependent Tunnelling sensors, an investigation has been 
performed on the possibilities of improvement of GMR and TMR measurement characteristics.  
 Properties of a prototype of an unpinned multilayer GMR structure have been measured. The 
sensor comprises of four GMR elements configured to a full bridge. Each GMR element has a 
unipolar symmetrical response, but it is possible to shift the operating point of each element to a 
proper position on its characteristic with a biasing field applied along the sensitive axis. For this 
purpose, a flat strap is integrated together with the sensing elements in a way that biasing field adds to 
the measured field in two elements and subtracts from the measured field in the remaining two 
elements, making thus possible to achieve a response to the measured field at the output of the bridge 
– see section 2.4. Although applying a DC biasing field is sufficient for the sensor to work, it has been 
shown in [55] that AC biasing field can improve the measurement characteristics of the GMR sensor. 
The idea of AC biasing was presented by Ripka et al. in [56] already. Ripka et al. used a sinewave 
excitation current for generation of the biasing field; the sensor output was processed with a lock-in 
amplifier.  
 In [55], Vopalensky et al. used a squarewave biasing field at 1 kHz. Changing the polarity of the 
biasing field leads to the change of the polarity of the bridge output. Consequently, with a squarewave 
biasing, the output is also a squarewave signal, whose magnitude bears the information of the 
measured field. Hence a synchronous demodulation has to be used for the signal recovery. For this 
purpose, the modified design of AMR magnetometer circuitry, reported in section 3.1, was used. 
Instabilities of the output have been observed immediately after the change of orientation of the 
biasing field. Therefore, the useful signal is taken from the stabilized areas of the output only, ignoring 
short time-periods immediately after the change of the biasing field polarity, where the magnetic 
properties of the material are not settled yet. It has been shown in [55] that the squarewave AC biasing 
of a GMR sensor leads to a considerable reduction of hysteresis. With the DC biasing the hysteresis 
was about 2% of the FS of ±375 T. With an AC biasing made with a field of the same magnitude as 
in the DC biasing case, the hysteresis diminished to 0.5 % of the FS, due to periodical restoring of the 
magnetization orientation in the multilayer structure. The linearity of the characteristic was about 3 % 
of the full scale with DC as well as AC biasing, the sensitivity was approx. 20 mV/V/kA/m. 
Nowadays, commercially available GMR sensors are usually designed as unbiased structures with two 
operational bridge legs and flux concentrators (see section 2.4). Typical guaranteed linearity is of 2 % 
FS and hysteresis of 4 % FS in a unipolar mode of operation, with wide range of available ranges and 
sensitivities [57]. 
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 The noise of the sensor was measured both in DC biasing and AC biasing mode. In both cases, the 
sensor was placed into a six-layer permalloy magnetic shielding. With DC biasing, the recalculated 
noise PSD value is 20 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz, with the noise RMS value approx. 44 nT in the range of 
100 mHz to 10 Hz and the noise peak-to-peak value about 225 nT. With AC biasing, the noise 
parameters worsen: the recalculated noise PSD value is 37 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz, with noise RMS value 
approx. 100 nT in the range of 100 mHz to 10 Hz and the noise peak-to-peak value about 450 nT. 
 
3.3 TMR sensors for magnetic measurements 
A structure with a pinned layer, or spin-valve (see section 2.4), based on the Spin-dependent 
Tunneling or Tunneling Magnetoresistance Effect was used in the research of possibilities of 
improvements of the measurement characteristics of these sensors. The research was performed in 
cooperation with the NVE Corporation, who provided prototypes of TMR sensors.  
 Each of the four legs of the measurement bridge is formed out of more serial-connected TMR 
elements. The magnetization of one ferromagnetic layer is pinned by means of an adjacent 
antiferromagnetic layer, so its direction is fixed. The magnetization of the next ferromagnetic layer is 
free to move in response to the external magnetic field. To obtain a bipolar response of each element, 
the initial mutual angle of the magnetization vectors in ferromagnetic layers can be set with a biasing 
magnetic field applied orthogonally to the direction of magnetization in the pinned layer. Then, an 
external magnetic field applied in the direction of magnetization of the pinned layer changes the 
mutual angle of magnetization vectors, which leads to a change in resistance of individual TMR 
elements. The resistance response of the particular elements to the measured field is bipolar, but the 
change has the same sign in all the elements. To achieve a bipolar output of the sensor bridge, flux 
concentrators are used that also serve as a magnetic shielding of two bridge elements (see section 2.4).  
 The orthogonal biasing field is generated with an integrated flat strap. Changing the field polarity 
does not result in a change of the mutual angle of magnetization vectors in ferromagnetic layers and 
thus it does not reverse the sensor transfer curve. However, it can be beneficial to periodically change 
the orientation of the biasing field to recover the magnetic properties of the free ferromagnetic layer 
and thus to reduce the hysteresis of the sensor. The results of investigation on AC orthogonal biasing 
of the TMR sensors were reported by Vopalensky et al. in [34]. The sensor was biased with a DC and 
AC squarewave current of 13.5 mA at 1000 Hz. The transfer curve of the sensor is not symmetrical 
due to high offsets in both axes. In the range of 50–100 T, the sensitivity of the device reaches 
1750 mV/V/kA/m, with the linearity error of about 10% FS in the case of DC biasing and 5% in the 
case of AC biasing. The hysteresis is reduced to 12% in the case of AC biasing, compared to 60% 
achieved with DC biasing.  
 The noise of the sensor was measured both in DC biasing and AC biasing mode. In both cases, the 
sensor was placed into a six-layer permalloy magnetic shielding. With DC biasing, the recalculated 
noise PSD value is 750 pT / Hz @ 1 Hz, with noise RMS value approx. 3.5 nT in the range of 
100 mHz to 10 Hz and the noise peak-to-peak value about 16 nT. With AC biasing, the recalculated 
noise PSD value is 5 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz, with noise RMS value approx. 12 nT in the range of 100 mHz 
to 10 Hz and the noise peak-to-peak value about 50 nT. 
 The research reported in [34] showed that TMR technology is promising from the point of view of 
sensitivity and noise parameters, but the linearity, hysteresis and offset remains a big issue for weak 
field measurements. However, there are market-available angle sensors based on TMR effect, such as 
AAT001-10E [58]. 
 The results achieved with AMR, GMR and TMR sensors are summarized and compared to the 
fluxgates in [42]. 
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3.4 Applications of AMRs for current and power measurements 
3.4.1 AMR current measuring device 
Contactless current measurement is a classical task where the magnetic sensors find their application. 
Hall sensors are commonly used for this purpose, placed into a gap of a ring-shaped flux concentrator, 
or yoke, through which the current wire is led [59]. Using a flux concentrator has indisputable 
advantages: the magnetic field is concentrated into the gap, so lower sensitivity of magnetic field 
sensor is sufficient, the error caused by un-centered wire is highly suppressed thanks to the 
concentration of the field in the yoke, for similar reasons the impact of the out-of-hole currents or 
other ambient magnetic fields is highly reduced. On the other hand, the measurement can be 
influenced by the nonlinear behavior of the magnetic material of the yoke (hysteresis, saturation). The 
magnetic properties of the yoke and thus a careful choice of the yoke material are of a principal 
importance in these devices.  
 AMR sensors are much more sensitive than common Hall sensors. The measurement range of the 
Hall sensors is between units to thousands of millitesla, with the resolution of tenths of percent of the 
full scale. For example a sensitive Hall sensor for contactless current measurement CSA-1VG has a 
measurement range of ±8 mT with the resolution of ±8 T [60]. The measurement range of AMR 
sensors is in order of hundreds of T, making it possible to design a current measurement device 
without the flux concentrator. A rose-like array of magnetoresistive sensors configured in a way that 
the sensitive axes follow the flux lines of a wire led through the center has been reported by Ripka et 
al. in 1996 [61].  
 This idea has been further developed by Mlejnek et al. in 2007 [62]. Eight KMZ51 sensors have 
been placed to form a circle with the diameter of 25.4 mm. All the knowledge of the author of this 
thesis related to the development of AMR magnetometer and reported in [40, 42, 43, 48] have been 
used to achieve the best possible performance. Hence, the sensors are periodically remagnetized, or 
flipped, with high currents and feedback compensation is used to reduce the temperature dependence 
of the sensitivity and improve the linearity [42]. The theoretically achievable parameters of a current 
measuring device using AMR sensors can be determined from Table 2. If the magnetic field in the 
distance of 12.7 mm from the wire can reach 300 T, or 240 A/m, the maximum measurable current 
derived using the Amper’s law is approx. 19 A. The current resolution is approx. 0.65 mA, 
considering the field resolution of 10 nT. Linearity error is approx. ±3 mA and the long-term stability 
is better than ±2 mA. Hence, the current measurement device should provide the accuracy of ±5 mA 
( ±150 ppm) with the resolution better than 1 mA in the range of ±19 A, in the case of a perfectly 
centered wire. For comparison, the common market-available contactless ammeters possess errors in 
range of units of percent (2% typically).  
 However, omitting the flux concentrator leads to a significant problem with the influence of the 
position of the wire on the measured value. An analysis of this displacement error is given in [62], 
showing that the more sensors are used around the measurement hole, the lower the influence of the 
non-centrical position of the wire. For the hole diameter 10 mm and 8 sensor used, the maximum error 
due to the wire displacement is around 0.06 % [62].  
 The above given consideration of the theoretically achievable parameters assumes that each sensor 
in the rose-like array works as a single magnetometer. This arrangement would require using of eight 
fully-equipped magnetometers, which would be very demanding especially as for the amount of 
components. In [62], the outputs of the eight sensors are summed together, processed with a single 
processing chain, and the compensation of all the sensors is performed with one resulting current. 
Consequently, the individual sensors may operate in a not fully compensated mode, especially if the 
wire is not centered perfectly. Moreover, the field factors of compensation straps can differ, so even in 
a case of a centered wire the full compensation of each sensor may not be achieved with a single 
current value.  
 The current measurement device was successfully built and its function has been verified. In the 
range of ±8 A, the linearity error was approx. ±0.05 %. The error due to uncentered wire was of 
±0.5 % (due to common compensation of all the sensors much worse than theoretically possible), an 
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external current of 5 A led in the distance of 40 mm from the center caused an absolute error of 
25 mA.  
 
3.4.2 Power measurement with AMR sensors 
Power measurement is a principal task in energetics. Recently, electronic wattmeters have been 
constantly replacing the electromechanical devices. The instantaneous power is defined as the product 
of instantaneous values of current and voltage on the line. The active power is the mean value of the 
instantaneous power over one period and for harmonic signals, it is given as P = UI·cos, where U, I 
are the RMS values of voltage and current and  is the phase shift between them. However, it is often 
required to measure active power of non-harmonic and distorted signals with high content of higher 
harmonic frequencies. Hence, the bandwidth of a wattmeter is an important parameter. In electronic 
wattmeters, the voltage and current are either sampled and digitized and the power is calculated fully 
digitally, or an analog multiplier is employed.  
 Hall sensors are commonly used as the core elements of such multipliers [59, 63, 64]. Vopalensky 
et al. [65] present an AMR sensor in the function of an analog multiplier. The Wheatstone bridge of 
the AMR sensor is supplied with the voltage that is proportional to the voltage of the measured signal. 
The current proportional to the current of the measured signal generates a field that is measured with 
the sensor. As the output of the Wheatstone bridge is proportional both to the supply voltage and the 
acting field, it is actually a multiple of the two signals.  
 The coil for field generation may be external, wound around the sensor [8]. Vopalensky et al. in 
[65] use the integrated compensation coil of a standard market-available AMR sensor as the field-
generating coil. Since the coil is very close to the magnetoresistive elements, the sensitivity to the 
current led through is large. KMZ51 sensor [14] was used for realization of the multiplier. 
Measurement was performed with harmonic signals up to 5 V RMS at the bridge and 10 mA RMS 
through the coil, the active power range was of 3.6 W to 50 mW.  
 Influence of the phase shift between the voltage and current signals has been investigated. In the 
range of ±70°, the relative error of the reading was below 0.1%. The ratio of the output voltage to the 
product of the input RMS values, or simply the sensitivity of the multiplier, has been measured for the 
zero phase-shift of the signals. A sensitivity map is visualized in [65]. It has been found out that the 
sensitivity differs for various values of the current, which is probably a consequence of the intrinsic 
nonlinearity of the field response of the sensor and internal heating of the sensor. The frequency range 
of the multiplier was about 100 kHz, for details see [65]. 
 It has been demonstrated that an AMR sensor can be used as an analog multiplier for power 
measurements. Further improvement could be reached with compensation of the measured current, but 
there are no market-available sensors that would contain two integrated coils in the field-sensitive 
direction. The main benefit of using an AMR sensor as an analog multiplier is the expectable wide 
frequency range. The sensor can measure magnetic fields up to 1 MHz, so with a careful design, a 
multiplier with this measurement range would probably be constructible. 
 In [65], the described use of a linear magnetoresistive sensor for power measurement is rather 
straightforward. There is yet a different way how to take advantage of the anisotropic magnetoresistive 
effect for the power measurement, proposed by the author of this thesis. Let a stripe of a 
magnetoresistive material be contacted at its short edges and the current with density Jx be led along 
its longitudinal axis. Then the electric field Ex, measured as a voltage drop on the stripe, can be 
expressed from the Woigt-Thomson formula (7) as 
 
               
   (14) 
 
where  is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the stripe and the magnetization vector. The 
voltage along the stripe is then dependent on the flowing current and sin
2, which in turn is dependent 
on the magnetic field, which the stripe is exposed to. If the current of the measured signal is used to 
generate the magnetic field and the voltage of the signal is converted to the current which is led 
through the stripe, the voltage drop measured along the stripe is dependent on both. Unfortunately, 
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sin
2 is not linearly proportional to the acting field. Nevertheless, a sensor configuration has been 
proposed [66] that overcomes this problem and can measure signal power in audio frequency range. 
The configuration used in [66] neglects the anisotropy in the material, supposing that the 
magnetization vector aligns its direction fully with the acting magnetic field.  
 A configuration that includes the influence of anisotropy on magnetization and allows 
measurement of active power was proposed by Vopalensky in [29]. In this configuration, 
magnetization is inclined from the easy axis with a DC bias field Hb applied in the orthogonal 
direction. The current of the measured signal creates a magnetic field that is applied again in the 
orthogonal direction, and thus adds to Hb. The voltage of the measured signal is converted to current 
led through the stripe in the longitudinal direction. It has been shown in [29] that, in the particular case 
of a strictly harmonic signal, the mean value of Ex is proportional to the active power of the signal. A 
prototype of a power convertor proposed in [29] has not been manufactured yet. However, the idea is 
very promising from the point of view of frequency range of such a convertor. Theoretically, the 
convertor could measure active power of signals up to RF range. 
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4. Conclusion 
4.1 Thesis summary 
The thesis deals with magnetoresistive sensors based on anisotropic magnetoresistive effect, giant 
magnetoresistive effect and spin dependent tunneling effect, mainly – but not only – used for magnetic 
field measurement. The improvement of the performance of circuits and operation methods used in 
magnetometers with the mentioned sensors, as well as testing novel approaches and applications, 
represent the main contribution of the author in this field of science and technology. In the thesis, a 
brief introduction is given into the principles of the magnetoresistive effects and basic considerations 
are made on the operation techniques used in magnetic field sensors based on the above mentioned 
effects. The scientific core of the thesis, however, lies in the published articles, involved in the 
Appendix.  
 Several magnetometers have been realized, using commercially-available anisotropic 
magnetoresistors. Continuous improvement of the magnetometer circuitry allowed exploiting the 
sensor performance in the best possible way. Thus the development proceeded in several steps and 
more physical devices have been built, using the knowledge from the previous models. The influence 
of the supply method on the temperature dependences of the offset and sensitivity of the sensor has 
been analyzed and verified, leading to a finding that current source supply is preferable – see section 
3.1.2 and [44]. Periodical remagnetizing, or flipping, has been optimized by using very high pulses 
that deeply saturate the magnetic material of the sensor. This technique led to improvement of the 
offset stability and noise of the device, as described in section 3.1.1 and in related papers [40, 41]. 
With a periodical remagnetization, the output of the sensor is a rectangular signal with the amplitude 
proportional to the measured field. Transients occurring in short time periods after changing the 
polarity of the output signal have been observed. Therefore, the processing circuit for the signal 
demodulation was developed that ignores these short time periods using a controlled rectifier and 
sample-hold circuit. The timing of the flipping and synchronous demodulation has been discussed in 
section 3.1.1 and in [42]. To suppress the temperature dependence of sensitivity and linearize the 
magnetometer characteristic, it is convenient to use the sensor in the compensated mode. The feedback 
compensation loop consists of an integrator, on-chip compensation strap and a sensing resistor. With 
feedback compensation, magnetic field is created with an on-chip compensation coil of the magnitude 
equal to the measured field, but with opposite direction, so that the sensor itself operates in the near-
to-zero region. The best results obtained with an optimized magnetometer design are summarized in 
section 3.1.3 and in related papers [42, 43, 48]. Linearity, hysteresis, noise, temperature dependence of 
offset and sensitivity have been thoroughly characterized. The best magnetometer with anisotropic 
magnetoresistor reaches repeatedly the linearity and hysteresis error below ±80 ppm in the range of 
±300 T, with the long-term zero stability of ±30 nT, offset temperature drift of 2.1 nT / °C, 
temperature coefficient of sensitivity of 20 ppm / °C and noise PSD value below 5 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz. 
 The parameters of anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors allow their usage in the compassing 
applications. Closer description on this topic is given in section 3.1.4 and in [48]. It has been shown 
that anisotropic magnetoresistor-based compass can reach the long-term precision of 0.5 degree.  
 Prototypes of giant magnetoresistors have been tested for the magnetic field measurement 
applications. A method of alternating biasing of the sensor has been proposed and verified that reduces 
the hysteresis of the characteristic of the sensor. The results have been published in [55] and are 
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described in more detail in section 3.2. The hysteresis was suppressed from 2 % with the DC biasing 
to 0.5 % with AC biasing in the range of ±375 T. The linearity error was about 3 % in both cases 
with the sensitivity of approx. 20 mV/V/kA/m. The noise PSD value was 20 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz with the 
DC biasing and 37 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz with the AC biasing, so that AC biasing, besides its beneficial 
effect on the hysteresis, bears worsening of noise parameters. 
 Similar characterization has been performed with a TMR spin-valve prototype sensor. The results 
are discussed in section 3.3 and in the related paper [34]. The sensor was biased with a DC and AC 
squarewave current. The sensitivity of the sensor is very high, about 1750 mV/V/kA/m, but the 
characteristic suffers from a big hysteresis and offsets both in x and y axis. The hysteresis in the non-
symmetrical range of 50–100 T was reduced from 60 % with DC biasing to 12 % with AC biasing, 
the linearity error reaches 10 % with DC biasing and 5 % with AC biasing. The noise PSD value is 
about 5 nT / Hz @ 1 Hz with AC biasing, but as low as 750 pT / Hz @ 1 Hz with DC biasing. 
Although the linearity and hysteresis of the measured prototype do not allow to use the sensor for 
linear magnetic field measurements in a conventional way, the noise parameters and high sensitivity 
are very promising for specific applications. 
 Contactless current measurement is usually based on exploitation of Hall sensors. It has been 
shown that anisotropic magnetoresistors, thanks to their sensitivity, can also serve in this application 
field. A device has been developed with eight anisotropic magnetoresistors placed around the 
measurement hole in a rose-like array. The device is capable of measurement of electrical currents in 
the range of ±8 A with the linearity error of approx. ±0.05 %. Since the device does not employ a flux 
concentrator, or yoke, as it is usual at Hall-probe based devices, the non-concentricity of the current-
leading wire causes significant errors. In the realized device this error was below ±0.5 % of the 
measuring range. The device is described in more detail in section 3.4.1 and in the related paper [62]. 
 Experiments have been performed with anisotropic magnetoresistor used as an analog multiplier. 
The principle is straightforward: if one signal is used for supplying the sensor bridge and the second 
signal generates magnetic field in the sensitive axis direction, the output of the sensor is proportional 
to the product of these two signals. Thanks to their frequency range, the anisotropic magnetoresistors 
used in this operation mode can represent a very interesting alternative for active power 
measurements, where it is necessary to multiply voltage and current of the signal. In the performed 
experiment, the sensor bridge was supplied with a voltage proportional to the voltage of the signal, and 
the current proportional to the current of the measured signal was led through the internal coil or strap 
used for compensation in the normal mode of operation. Hence, the sensitivity to the current is very 
high. The function of such a multiplier has been verified in the range of 3.6 W to 50 mW and with 
the phase shift ±70° between the voltage and the current signal. It has been found that the sensitivity is 
not constant for different values of the current led through the internal coil. However, the relative error 
due to phase shift was below 0.1 % in the frequency range up to 100 kHz. These experiments are 
described in section 3.4.2 and in the related paper [65]. 
 A novel application that could be used for active power measurements of strictly harmonic signals 
with a single magnetoresistive stripe has been proposed. This application can be interesting from the 
point of view of frequency range, going supposedly up to radio frequency values. The method is 
described in section 3.4.2 and in the related paper [29].  
 
4.2 Outlooks & further research 
It has been shown that anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors are capable of considerably precise 
measurement of magnetic fields, with the sensitivity allowing compassing applications. They can also 
be successfully used in current or power measurement devices. Further research will be focused on 
possibilities of digital processing of the sensor signal. A microcontroller unit is in any case a part of a 
magnetometer with AMR sensors, if the described advanced timing of synchronous demodulation is 
used (although it is possible to realize these circuits using discrete logical parts, the microcontroller 
based solution is much simpler). The analog processing chain of magnetometers described in the thesis 
is rather complicated. If an A/D convertor with sufficient precision is available, the signal of the 
sensor can be digitized directly and the synchronous demodulation, offset elimination etc. can be 
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performed by an appropriate digital processing. Although some analog parts, such as the input 
amplifier or flipping circuits, would remain in the circuitry, the design as a whole would be markedly 
simplified.  
 The best performance of the magnetometer with anisotropic magnetoresistors has been achieved in 
flipped and compensated mode of operation. However, it would be possible to perform flipping on 
much lower frequencies under normal conditions. High enough flipping pulse restores the magnetic 
properties of the sensor, as has been shown, but especially in a compensated mode, there might be no 
need of making this restoration with kHz frequencies. Lower flipping frequency would result in lower 
consumption and possibly also in lower noise. On the other hand, the benefits of periodical 
remagnetizing, such as cross-field effect reduction and offset temperature drift elimination would be 
partially sacrificed. Therefore, different technique would probably have to be used for periodical 
cross-field and offset compensation. 
 An important parameter of a magnetometer used as an autonomous device is its consumption. In 
the case of the developed device, the main part of overall consumption is caused by the feedback 
compensation loop, driving current of the sensor bridge, and flipping circuits. The consumption could 
be lowered, if the sensor was not compensated constantly, but rather only for the moment when the 
measured value is desired. This mode could be interesting in automated applications with periodical or 
random data reading. In between readings, the magnetometer could be set in an “idle” mode, with no 
supply to the measurement bridge, no flipping and no compensation. Nevertheless, the reading would 
always have to be preceded with a strong flipping pulse to restore the magnetic properties of the 
sensor. An important question in this case of a “low power” magnetometer would be the reading 
stability. 
 Nowadays, there are several market-available types of GMR and TMR sensors. These sensors are 
intended mainly for automotive applications with modest requirements on precision. Nevertheless, 
further development in the field of these sensors can be expected, which can probably lead to 
construction of low-noise sensors for linear measurements. 
 Presented current and power measurement applications can be extended in many ways. The 
principle of single-stripe power convertor has not been fully verified yet. The analog multiplier with 
AMR sensor could be improved, given that there is a possibility of field compensation. This would be 
realizable even with an external coil wound around the sensor. In the case of compensation, the 
improvement of linearity of the multiplier can be expected. Additionally, periodical remagnetization of 
the sensor could also result in better performance, although a more complicated signal processing 
would have to be used. 
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A SINGLE MAGNETORESISTIVE STRIP AS A POWER CONVERTOR 
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Magnetoresistive effect can be exploited for the measurement of an active power of harmonic signals. A single stripe of a 
magnetoresistive material is capable of converting active power to voltage drop on the stripe. The current flowing through the 
stripe is proportional to the voltage of the measured signal, whereas the signal current produces magnetic field that influen ces the 
orientation of magnetization and thus the resistivity of the stripe. The convertor requires a biasing DC magnetic field for a proper 
operation. The range and sensitivity of the measurement can be determined by the shape anisotropy of the stripe. A theoretical de-
scription of a configuration of an active power convertor based on a magnetoresistive stripe with uniaxial anisotropy is given in the 
paper. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Measurement of active power is one of the basic tasks 
in electrical engineering. Considering a signal with the 
voltage and current given as functions of time, u(t) and 
i(t), the instantaneous power is given as 
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If the voltage and current are harmonic functions with 
the period T, angular frequency  = 2/T, and mutual 
phase shift , the active power is defined as the mean val-
ue of the instantaneous power 
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In (2), Um, Im are the amplitudes and U, I are the effec-
tive (RMS) values of u(t), i(t). From (2) it is obvious that 
a crucial task when measuring the active power of a con-
tinuous harmonic signal is analogous multiplication of 
two signals. Obtaining the mean value of the resulting 
signal is rather a simple task. 
Sensors of magnetic field are often used in power con-
vertors as contactless current-voltage convertors. In par-
ticular Hall sensors are widely spread in this field, de-
signed specifically as a signal multiplier: the sensor is 
supplied with a current proportional to the signal voltage, 
the current of the signal produces magnetic field sensed 
by the sensor. Thus the Hall voltage at the sensor output is 
proportional to the product of voltage and current of the 
signal [1]. 
Linearized magnetoresistive sensors can be used in 
fact in the same way, as the Hall sensors. However, the 
magnetoresistive phenomenon can be yet differently ex-
ploited for measuring of active power of harmonic signals, 
using a single thin stripe of a magnetoresistive material 
with uniaxial anisotropy. 
2  PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF 
MAGNETORESISTIVE EFFECT 
 
 
Let a body of a saturated ferromagnetic 
magnetoresistive material be considered. The resistivity of 
such a body is not uniform, but it is dependent on the di-
rection in which it is measured; more specifically on the 
mutual orientation of the direction of measurement and 
the magnetization vector. The current flowing through the 
material generates electric field, which in a compact form 
can be written as [2, 3]: 
 
 )()( JJJE Ht

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Here, 
 
E

 (V/m) is the vector of the electric field intensity; 
J

 (A/m2) is the vector of the current density; 

 (-)  (-) = (cos 1, cos 2, cos 3) is the vec-
tor of directional cosines of magnetiza-
tion M

, where 1,2,3 are the angles be-
tween M

 and the individual axes of the 
coordinate system; 
t (.m) is the resistivity in the orthogonal direc-
tion to M

; 
 (.m) is the difference between the resistivity l 
measured in parallel with M

 and t, 
 = l - t 
H (.m) is the Hall coefficient of the material. 
 
In most of the real cases, only the resistivity in the current 
direction is important. When we fix the vectors to an or-
thogonal coordinate system with the current flowing along 
the x-axis direction, ie  0,0,xJJ 

, the intensity of the 
field in x-axis direction is 
 
   xtx JE 12cos    (4) 
 
The magnetoresistive body used in sensors takes usual-
ly the form of a narrow thin stripe contacted on the short 
edges. For further considerations, let the longitudinal axis 
be aligned with the x-axis of the orthogonal coordinate 
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system and let the sensor lie in the xy plane. Due to the 
strong demagnetization factor in the direction orthogonal 
to the stripe plane, vector M

 cannot in fact leave the 
stripe plane. Therefore, its orientation can be described 
with a single angle 1, meaning the inclination of M

 out 
of the x-axis in a counterclock direction. For the sake of 
better legibility, let this angle be designated as ,  = 1. 
Using the fact  = l - t, the so-called Woigt-Thomson 
formula (4) can be rewritten as 
 
  2sinxxlx JJE   (5) 
 
From Eq. (5) it is obvious that the electric field com-
ponent along the longitudinal axis of a magnetoresistive 
stripe (which is measurable as the voltage drop on the 
stripe) is dependent on the material constants l, , and 
on two physical quantities that can be influenced external-
ly, namely the current density Jx and inclination of mag-
netization from the x-axis, . The presence of the product 
of Jx and sin
2 gives a chance of using a magnetoresistive 
stripe as an analog multiplier.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  MAGNETORESISTIVE STRIPE AS AN ANALOG 
MULTIPLIER 
 
 
Basic configuration of a multiplier with a 
magnetoresistive stripe is illustrated in Fig. 1. Current 
flowing through the magnetoresistive stripe is proportion-
al to the signal voltage. The signal-leading wire is led in 
the vicinity of the stripe and the magnetic field generated 
by the flowing current influences the angle of M

 and 
thus the resistivity of the stripe. The voltage drop on the 
stripe is then a function both of the signal current and 
voltage. Unfortunately, sin2 is not linearly proportional 
to the applied magnetic field. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. General configuration of a magnetoresistive stripe 
 for a multiplier application 
 
 
Magnetization vector in a ferromagnetic body takes the 
orientation determined by the competition of the external 
acting field and affinity of M

 to the easy axes of anisot-
ropy, whereas the prevalent one is usually the shape ani-
sotropy of the stripe. Minimizing the shape anisotropy by 
an appropriate design of the stripe and neglecting the 
technologically induced anisotropy, it can be assumed that 
there are no easy axes in the material and M

 takes the 
orientation of the external field. Based on this assumption, 
active power convertors have been developed, overcoming 
the problem with the non-linear dependence of sin2 on 
the external field by a suitable sensor configuration [4]. 
A narrow thin stripe of a magnetoresistive material 
used in magnetoresistive sensors is usually designed in 
order to exhibit a strong shape anisotropy, which then de-
termines the sensor’s range and sensitivity [3]. In addi-
tion, the material of a magnetoresistive sensor is usually 
annealed in a homogenous magnetic field to reduce the 
anisotropy dispersion and lower the background resistance 
in order to enlarge the magnetoresistive coefficient [3]. 
Annealing in the magnetic field causes formation of an 
induced anisotropy with the easy axis along the direction 
of the magnetic field. The value of the characteristic field 
of this anisotropy is dependent on the material [3]. In 
practice, the magnetoresistive stripes used in sensors have 
the longitudinal axis aligned to the induced anisotropy 
direction, so that the induced and shape anisotropy sum 
together and make an easy axis along the longitudinal axis 
of the stripe. The strength of the shape anisotropy can be 
determined by the dimensions of the stripe, mainly by its 
length and width [5]. 
In a stripe with a uniaxial anisotropy, the M

 orients 
along the easy axis in absence of any external field. If an 
external field Hext is applied, M

leaves the easy axis and 
orients to a direction determined by the angle and magni-
tude of Hext and strength of the anisotropy. Unfortunately, 
there is no analytical solution for the angle of M

 for a 
general magnitude and angle of Hext. 
A simple solution for the angle of M

 exists in the case 
of Hext acting in the plane of the stripe and in orthogonal 
direction to the easy axis of uniaxial anisotropy. In this 
particular, but very important case, the angle  of M

, 
determined by the minimization of the free system energy 
is given as [3] 
 
 
c
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H
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Here Hc is the characteristic field of the anisotropy along 
the longitudinal axis of the stripe (consisting of induced 
and shape anisotropy). 
Let a magnetoresistive stripe be fixed to an orthogonal 
coordinate system as described below the Eq. (4). Let the 
easy axis lie along the longitudinal axis of the stripe (ie in 
the x-axis direction). Let the stripe be connected as in 
Fig.1 with  = 0, so that the produced field acts in y-axis 
direction. Finally, let a DC magnetic field Hb be applied in 
y-axis direction (superposing with Hext, generated by the 
signal current). This field serves for establishing of the 
appropriate initial angle of M

, as will be discussed fur-
ther. The whole configuration is shown in Fig. 2. 
Combining (5) and (6), the electric field in the x-axis 
takes the form 
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Let it be supposed that the voltage and current of the 
processed signal are harmonic functions, and that Jx is 
proportional to the signal voltage with the coefficient cu 
and the Hext proportional to the signal current with the 
coefficient ci. The Jx and Hext as functions of t will be des-
ignated in lower case, ie 
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It is obvious that the instantaneous value of Ex(t) is not a 
product of instantaneous values of i(t) and u(t). However, 
let us concentrate on the mean value of Ex: 
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Fig. 2. Novel configuration of an active power convertor proposed 
in this paper. 
 
 
Obviously the first and second member in (10) is equal to 
zero, because of integration of the sine function over one 
whole period. The integral in the fourth member can be 
written as 
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The first integral in (11) is the integral of an odd function 
in a symmetrical interval and is therefore equal to zero. 
The indefinite integral of the function in the second mem-
ber is 
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so that the definite integral over –T/2, T/2 is equal to zero. 
The last unsolved member of (10) resembles directly 
the formula for the active power (2) of a harmonic signal. 
After modification, 
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The mean value of the electrical field along the longitudi-
nal axis of a magnetoresistive stripe is thus proportional to 
the active power of the signal. 
From (13), it can also be seen that setting an initial an-
gle of M

 with a DC bias field Hb is indispensable – for 
Hb = 0 the mean value of Ex is also 0. The magnitude of 
the bias field has to be chosen carefully. Although the 
higher Hb, the higher the sensitivity of the convertor, one 
has to keep in mind that for Hb = Hc the vector M

 is fully 
rotated into the Hb direction and does not react properly to 
the external field anymore. As well, M

 must not be rotat-
ed to the oposite direction from the x-axis for a proper 
function. The maximum applicable external field is thus 
Hext,max = Hc/2 and the optimum biasing DC magnetic field 
is also Hb = Hc/2 (this means that the initial angle of mag-
netization is 30°), so that for maximum positive ampli-
tude, the full rotation of M

 is achieved, whereas for the 
maximum negative amplitude M

 lies along the x-axis. 
Range of the convertor can be determined through the 
geometry and thus the strength of the shape anisotropy. 
 
 
 
 
 
4  CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
A theoretical model has been derived showing that a 
single magnetoresistive stripe can be used as an active 
power convertor for harmonic signals. Chosen approach 
does not neglect the uniaxial anisotropy of the stripe. On 
the contrary, the anisotropy is used in a beneficial way. 
One of the significant advantages of the proposed configu-
ration, besides of simplicity, is supposed wide frequency 
range of such a converter. It can be expected that pro-
posed converter can work properly for rather weak sig-
nals, moving the magnetization around the initial position 
determined by the bias field. The higher the angle of mag-
netization, the higher the effects associated with splitting 
of the stripe structure into multiple domains. Therefore, 
the theoretically possible rotation of magnetization to the 
orthogonal direction from the easy axis would very proba-
bly not yield good results. 
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Alternating biasing of SDT sensors
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Abstract
The spin dependent tunneling (SDT) effect has been observed in thin ferromagnetic multilayer structures. In general, two ferromagnetic
layers are separated by a very thin non-conductive layer. In dependence on the angle between the magnetization of the upper and the lower
ferromagnetic layer, electrons tunnel through the non-conductive barrier layer. We made experiments with an SDT sensor fabricated by
NVE Corporation. Four elements in the bridge configuration are used in the sensor structure. One ferromagnetic layer of each element
is pinned by an anti-ferromagnetic layer. The so-called orthogonal biasing can be applied in this sensor type. We also tried to study the
possibilities of ac biasing techniques in the SDT sensors of this type.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Magnetoresistive sensors; Orthogonal biasing; Spin dependent tunneling effect
1. Introduction
The basic description of the spin dependent tunneling
(SDT) effect can be found in [1,2]. The SDT junctions have
been designed and fabricated for the purposes of making lin-
ear solid state high-sensitivity magnetic sensors [3,4]. The
SDT sensor we have worked with was manufactured at NVE
Corp. The measurement bridge consists of four SDT el-
ements. Ferromagnetic flux-concentrators are employed to
achieve a bipolar response to the measured field. Thus two
opposite elements of the bridge are exposed to the 10-times
intensified field, whilst the other two bridge legs are effec-
tively shielded. This design is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
One ferromagnetic layer in each element is pinned by
means of an anti-ferromagnetic layer, so that its magnetiza-
tion vector is not free to rotate. Such a structure is usually
referred to as a “pinned sandwich” or “spin-valve”. Rotat-
ing the magnetization of the free layer to 90◦ with respect
to the second layer magnetization direction, we can shift the
operating point of the sensor to the area of the highest sensi-
tivity of the characteristic [4]. This technique, usually called
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420-224-353964;
fax: +420-233-339929.
E-mail addresses: vopalem@fel.cvut.cz (M. Vopa´lensky´),
ripka@fel.cvut.cz (P. Ripka), kubikj@fel.cvut.cz (J. Kubı´k),
markt@nve.com (M. Tondra).
1 Tel.: +420-224-353945; fax: +420-233-339929.
2 Tel.: +420-224-353964; fax: +420-233-339929.
3 Tel.: 952-996-1615; fax: 952-996-1600.
orthogonal biasing, is well known from the GMR technol-
ogy [5,6]. It is usual to integrate the suitable biasing coil
on-chip along with the bridge elements. Passing a current of
a proper value through this coil, we can rotate the free-layer
magnetization and thus we can change the properties of the
sensor. The SDT structure and idealized resistance output
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
2. ac biasing hypothesis
For high values of the biasing current, the characteristic
of the SDT sensor becomes more linear and the hysteresis
reduces. As the resistivity of the SDT element is dependent
on the mutual angle of the magnetization vectors, and the
sensitive axis of the biased sensor is parallel to the direction
of the magnetization of the pinned layer, reversing the ori-
entation of the orthogonal biasing field does not cause the
reversing of the output characteristic in an ideal case. Even
though we supposed that it would be interesting to study the
behavior of the sensor with the periodical ac biasing. The
hysteresis of the ferromagnetic material used in the SDT
structure has a direct influence on the overall sensor hys-
teresis. When the magnetization of the free biased layer be-
comes inverted, the internal structure of the material is being
re-ordered and thus the influence of the hysteretic behavior
of the material is reduced. Since inverting the biasing field
does not have any effect on the resistivity value, the output
of the sensor stays dc even for the squarewave ac biasing in
an ideal case. In fact, owing to non-symmetries in the sensor
0924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.sna.2003.10.044
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Fig. 1. Two legs of the SDT resistance bridge are in the gap between two flux concentrators, while two are under it. A planar coil, shown as a spiral
over the bridge, generates the orthogonal biasing field.
Fig. 2. The magnetic structure of a single tunnel junction, showing the orientation of the pinned and free layers when orthogonally biased.
Fig. 3. Idealized SDT resistance versus field dependence.
structure, the output signal has a small ac component when
the sensor is ac biased. Thus, it is useful to filter the output
signal by a proper low-pass filter.
3. Measurement setup
The sensor employs flux concentrators to achieve the
non-zero output and thus it works even without any biasing.
Nevertheless, its behavior changes when the orthogonal bi-
asing is used. The biasing reduces hysteresis of the sensor
and even linearizes the characteristic in the middle part.
For the purpose of the measurement on the NVE SDT sen-
sor, we used a universal evaluation board developed in our
laboratory and an automatic computer-aided measurement
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system [7]. Averaging from two samples was used in each
measurement. The sensor was supplied by the on-board volt-
age source; the supplying voltage was 2 V.
Noise measurement of the dc and ac biased SDT sensor
has been performed. During this measurement, the sensor
was placed into a six-layer cylindrical permalloy magnetic
shielding.
4. Measurement results
The first measurement was done without any biasing.
The bias current was then increased to 20 mA, the maxi-
mum allowed value due to power dissipation limitations.
The resulting characteristic is shown in Fig. 4. The signal
was measured at the output of an instrumentation amplifier
with a gain of 10. We can observe some facts from the
characteristics. Firstly, the hysteresis is decreasing with the
increasing value of the biasing current. Secondly, the lin-
earity is increasing and the sensitivity is decreasing in the
middle part with the increasing value of the biasing current,
and thirdly, the voltage of the output, when the sensor is in
saturation, is decreasing with the increasing bias. We can
also see a big value of the offset of the sensor in Fig. 4. This
fact is not surprising, due to the difficulties in fabricating
the elements of the SDT bridge. The field offset is due to
magnetic coupling between the sensing free layer and the
pinned layer. The voltage offset is due to resistor mismatch,
and can be trimmed in future designs.
The hysteresis of the characteristic is the lowest when
20 mA biasing current is used. The highest sensitivity is
Fig. 4. Influence of the dc biasing field amplitude on the NVE SDT sensor characteristic.
about 15 mV/(Am−1) in the middle part of this characteristic,
corresponding to 750 (mV/V)/ (kA/m) at the sensor output.
The biasing current of 40 mA would probably be sufficient
to fully eliminate the hysteresis. However, the present sensor
design does not permit such a high current. We can notice
that the reasonable linear operating range of this sensor for
the maximum dc biasing current of 20 mA would be about
40–100 A m−1. The hysteresis for the sensor going to the
saturation is about 14% in this range. It would be lower if
the sensor were operated just in this range and were not
saturated. The linearity error is about 10% in this range.
In the case of the ac biasing, the sensor was supplied
by a 2 V voltage source; the biasing coil current was
about ±13.5 mA at the frequency of 1000 Hz. Besides this
square-wave biasing measurement, we did a dc biasing
measurement with the current of 13.5 mA. The results of
the measurements are summarized in Fig. 5.
A very narrow linear range of the ac-biased SDT sensor
can be seen, in which the sensitivity is very high (1750
(mV/V)/(kA/m). Whilst the sensitivity is almost of the same
value both for the dc and ac biasing, the hysteresis decreases
by the factor of five in the case of the ac squarewave biasing.
Considering 0–100 A m−1 measurement range, the linearity
error for the dc biasing is about 10% FS, reduced to 5% FS
for the ac biasing.
The results of the dc biased sensor noise measurement are
shown in the Fig. 6. The single sensor noise PSD value in
the case of 13.5 mA dc biasing is 2V RMS
√
Hz @ 1 Hz,
corresponding to 600A m−1 (750 pT) RMS √Hz @ 1 Hz
in the most sensitive range. The noise rms value is about
2.7 mA m−1 (3.5 nT) in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz frequency
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Fig. 5. Comparison of dc and ac biased NVE SDT sensor.
range, and the noise p–p value estimated from the lower
diagram of Fig. 5 is about 13 mA m−1 (16 nT). Hence, the
dc biased SDT sensor exhibits very good noise parameters.
In the case of ac square-wave biased SDT sensor, the
single sensor noise PSD value is of 15V
√
Hz @ 1 Hz,
what corresponds to approx. 4 mA m−1 (5 nT) RMS √Hz
@ 1 Hz in the most sensitive range. The noise rms value is
Fig. 6. The noise of the dc-biased NVE SDT sensor. (Upper trace) Noise PSD RMS value (scale log 10 dB div−1), (lower trace) time record of the sensor
output (scale line: 3.75 nT div−1).
of 10 mA m−1 (12 nT) in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz frequency
range, and the estimated noise p–p value here was about
40 mA m−1 (50 nT).
It can be seen that the linearity error and hysteresis of
the SDT sensor can be significantly suppressed by means
of the squarewave ac biasing. On the other hand, the noise
parameters of the sensor have worsened in this case.
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5. Conclusion
Our research has shown that alternating orthogonal bi-
asing of an SDT sensor can make some improvements of
its properties. The hysteresis is significantly reduced for the
squarewave ac biasing in comparison to the dc biasing of
the respective value. Also, the linearity error is smaller in
the case of the ac biasing.
Owing to the small noise levels of the SDT sensors (single
sensor noise PSD value ∼600A m−1 (750 pT) RMS √Hz
@ 1 Hz for the dc biasing), a high sensitivity, and their rapid
technological development [8], they are likely to find use in
weak field measurements in the future.
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Flipping field and stability in anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors
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Abstract
Switched-capacitor flipping circuits developed for Philips KMZ51 and KMZ52 anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) sensors give up
to 2.8 A/1 kHz current peaks. Such unusually high current deeply saturates the sensor and thus removes hysteresis, reduces noise, and
increases the resistance against field shocks. These necessary strong flipping fields are predicted by the energetic model (EM), applied to
the magnetization reversal in thin films. The EM parameters have been correlated to microscopic variables, revealing the field dependence
of the speed of magnetization reversal. This is responsible for the value of the critical switching field (and therefore for the stability of the
AMR sensor) in the easy axis directions, depending on the saturating field amplitude.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors; Hysteresis model; Thin permalloy films; Direction dependence; Field reversal
1. Introduction
Magnetoresistive sensors, based on the anisotropic mag-
netoresistance (AMR) effect, are replacing Hall sensors
in many industrial applications, as they are much more
sensitive than any semiconductor sensor [1]. Philips KMZ
sensors consist of patterned NiFe thin film structures in a
Wheatstone bridge configuration equipped with Barber-pole
structures for output linearization [2]. As periodic flipping
by a perpendicular field improves stability and reduces hys-
teresis [3,4], the Philips KMZ51 and KMZ52 sensors have
built-in flat flipping and feedback (compensation) coils so
that they are ideally suited for magnetometers [2].
2. Experimental
We have built a simple single-axis magnetometer using
a KMZ51 sensor. The sensor bridge is supplied by 3 mA
current source to minimize the temperature coefficient of
sensitivity. Switched-capacitor flipping circuits give up to
2.8 A/1 kHz current peaks. Such a unusually high current
deeply saturates the sensor and thus removes hysteresis and
increases the robustness against field shocks. The flipping
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +43-1-58801-36614;
fax: +43-1-58801-36695.
E-mail address: hans.hauser@tuwien.ac.at (H. Hauser).
pulse shape was optimized with respect to allowable heating
of the sensor chip (50 mW absolute limit).
The flipping procedure optimizes the output signal/noise
ratio. The reference pulses for the detector wait until the
sensor output stabilizes after the flipping, avoiding the
most noisy interval. The flipping current pulse is shown in
Fig. 1. The current pulse peak value is 2.8 A, exceeding
the manufacturer’s recommended and maximum allowed
values of 1 and 1.5 A, respectively. Due to the short pulse
duration, the total power loss in the flipping circuit of the
sensor is less than 10 mW.
The open-loop magnetometer linearity error is below
0.2% in the ±200T range as shown in Fig. 2. As the
Earth’s field magnitude is usually about 50T, this range
is sufficient for compass applications and monitoring of the
Earth’s field variations and anomalies. A further increase of
the instrument range and a linearity of 0.04% was achieved
using feedback compensation by the integrated coil. The
most important advantage of using feedback compensation
is that the temperature coefficient of the sensors’ sensitivity
is reduced from 0.25 to 0.01%/K, which is a typical tem-
perature coefficient of the field factor of the compensation
coil. The temperature coefficient of the sensor offset is
about 10 nT/K.
The magnetometer noise has been measured both in fre-
quency and time domain: the noise spectrum density was
30V/
√
Hz at 1 Hz corresponding to 2 nT/
√
Hz at 1 Hz,
the rms level in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz frequency range
was 7 nT and noise p–p value was approximately 15 nT.
0924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Flipping current pulse (500 mA/division) vs. time (500 ns/division).
These values are only slightly higher than the sensor noise
itself [2]. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of sensor stability
and noise in dependence on the peak flipping current, ex-
hibiting no significant increase of the performance beyond
2.8 A.
3. Energetic model
The need for strong flipping fields can be predicted by
the energetic model (EM) [5], applied to magnetization
reversal in thin films. Recently, the EM parameters have
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Fig. 2. Linearity error vs. B of the open-loop AMR magnetometer.
been correlated to microscopic variables, revealing the field
dependence of the speed of magnetization reversal. This is
responsible for the value of the critical switching field (and
therefore for the stability of the sensor) in the easy axis
directions, depending on the saturating field amplitude.
3.1. Hysteresis equations
The hysteresis of magnetization M depending on the ap-
plied field H is described by the following equations, where
Ms is the spontaneous magnetization and using the geomet-
rical demagnetizing factor Nd, reversible energy parameters
g (related to anisotropy) and h (related to saturation field),
irreversible energy parameters k (related to magnetization
reversal losses) and q (related to pinning/anisotropy), and
Fig. 3. Stability and noise of a KMZ sensor vs. flipping current amplitude.
the microscopic constant cr of reversal speed, where the
sgn(x) function provides the correct four quadrant calcula-
tion (with the related magnetization m = M/Ms):
H = Hd + sgn(m)HR + sgn(m−mo)HI. (1)
The first term of Eq. (1) describes linear material behavior,
using the demagnetizing field
Hd = −NdMsm, (2)
the second term represents non-linear behavior using the
reversible field
HR=h[(1+m)1+m(1−m)1−m)g/2 − 1], (3)
including saturation at a field Hs(Ms), and the third term
describes hysteresis effects like initial susceptibility χ0,
remanence Mr, coercivity Hc, static losses, and accommo-
dation, using the irreversible field
HI =
(
k
µ0Ms
+ crHR
)[
1− κ exp
(
−q
κ
|m−mo|
)]
. (4)
For the initial magnetization, beginning with M = 0,
H = 0, we set mo = 0 and κ = 1. The function κ describes
the influence of the total magnetic state at points of magne-
tization reversal. Therefore, κ (old value κo) depends on the
unit magnetization reversals s = |m − mo| up to this point
of field reversal (mo is the starting value of m at the last field
reversal) with the simplification e−q  1:
κ = 2− κo exp
[
− q
κo
|m−mo|
]
. (5)
The calculation always starts with the initial magneti-
zation curve and m is increased stepwise (the stepwidth
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determines the desired resolution of the calculation), which
gives the corresponding field by Eq. (1). At a point of field
reversal, κ is calculated by Eq. (5) and mo is set to the ac-
tual value of m at this point. Then m is decreased stepwise
until the next reversal point, etc.
3.2. Directional dependence
The directional dependence of the EM parameters is based
on the law of approach to saturation [6] and the inner de-
magnetizing factor [7].
The behavior of M(H) exhibits an instability at a critical
field Hcr, where the magnetization switches from one easy
direction anti-parallel to H into the easy direction parallel to
H. This can be used for identification of cr by Hcr and the
magnetization mcr(Hcr).
4. Calculations
The model parameters are identified with the magneti-
zation curve of the sensor’s permalloy film by measuring
the output voltage versus applied field without compen-
sation and flipping. The anisotropy field is determined to
Hk ≈ Hcr = 940 A/m and for Ni81/Fe19 permalloy we find
µ0Ms = 1.01 T. Nd is estimated to be zero and the other
parameters g, h, k, and q are identified from magnetoop-
tic Kerr-effect measurements of the hysteresis loops in the
easy and hard axis directions of a thin permalloy film of
similar geometry. The relevant values are hard axis coerciv-
ity Hc = 20 A/m, easy axis initial susceptibility χ0 = 10,
reduced magnetization mm = 0.999 at Hm = 1500 A/m,
reduced remanence mr = 0.94 = mg at Hg = 1000 A/m
(magnetization and field at the knee of the hysteresis loop),
and cr = 1.5 which is mainly responsible for the difference
between Hc and Hcr in the easy axis direction. Details of the
identification procedure are described in [7].
Fig. 4 shows the calculated hysteresis loops of the permal-
loy film for different maximum fields. The peak magnetiza-
Fig. 4. Calculated easy axis hysteresis loops of a thin permalloy film:
Hm = 1500 A/m, peak magnetizations m are 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98,
0.99, and 1.0, respectively.
Fig. 5. 1/Hcr vs. flipping current, taken from Fig. 4.
tion has been increased for each branch and the correspond-
ing field has been calculated by Eq. (1). The maximum field
Hm of the diagram corresponds to a peak flipping current of
300 mA. But the maximum critical field Hcr ≈ 940 A/m is
obtained at about 2.8 A.
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of Hcr on the flipping current
amplitude in evaluation of Fig. 4. This plot can be compared
to Fig. 3, showing a good correlation between noise and
1/Hcr.
5. Discussion
Both noise and stability strongly depend on the uniformity
of the AMR film magnetization. Due to the non-ellipsoidal
geometry, the demagnetizing fields will cause small domain
structures, especially in the corners of the film [8]. These
domains will not perform a coherent rotation of magnetiza-
tion in an applied field parallel to the hard axis direction.
Moreover, they can be the nucleus of additional domain wall
displacements.
Although contributing only little to the total magnetiza-
tion, these regions can be saturated only with very strong
fields: m = 0.999 at H = 1500 A/m, but total saturation is
reached at Hs = 14 kA/m in our simulation. This explains
the need of high current amplitudes. The duration of the
pulse can be very short as long as eddy currents do not re-
duce the pulse field amplitude, thus providing a total loss
power below the allowed limit.
The negative differential susceptibility regions depicted
in Fig. 4 represent the field range, where the applied field
could be reduced at still proceeding magnetization reversal
(instability). The measured hysteresis loop can be obtained
by drawing a straight line parallel to the M axis from the
points where dH/dM = 0. The intersection of this line with
the H-axis gives the measured easy axis “coercivity” (which
is the critical field); it does not depend on the maximum field
as strongly as shown in Fig. 4, which has been exaggerated
to some extent in order to visualize the effect. But this does
not affect the qualitative function shown in Fig. 5 and the
conclusions.
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6. Conclusions
The nominal critical field Hcr and the corresponding sta-
bility can be achieved only if the film is deeply saturated
(mm = 1). This is achieved by high but short flipping cur-
rent pulses. In the case of lower maximum magnetization,
Hcr is decreased, causing increased instability and noise.
These current amplitudes can be predicted by the EM,
using Ms, Nd, and four parameters g, h, k, and q. Although
these parameters allow the phenomenological simulation of
magnetization curves, they can furthermore be related to the
anisotropy energy by microscopic, dimensionless constants
[7]. Thus, it is also possible to calculate the directional de-
pendence of the hysteresis.
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SUMMARY 
 
A magnetometer employing the Philips KMZ 51 
AMR sensor has been developed. The achieved 
parameters (using flipping and feedback 
compensation) comprise linearity error of 0.04 % 
measured in the +/- 200 A/m range. The temperature 
coefficient of the sensor sensitivity has been reduced 
to 0.01 % / K. The temperature coefficient of the 
sensor offset is about 10 nT / K. The dependence of 
the sensor noise and offset stability on the flipping 
pulse amplitude was measured. 
  
Keywords: magnetic sensors, AMR, magnetometers 
 
Subject category: 4 - Magnetic sensors 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In many industrial application areas, the AMR 
(Anisotropic Magneto-Resistance) sensors [1] are 
increasingly replacing Hall sensors [2]. Modern AMR 
sensors (typically in the full Wheatstone - bridge 
configuration) use barber-pole and flipping 
techniques to improve their linearity, stability, 
hysteresis etc. The Philips KMZ51 and KMZ52 [3] 
sensors have built-in flat flipping and feedback 
(compensation) coils and thus they are ideally suited 
for magnetometers. 
 
MAGNETOMETER DESIGN 
 
A simple magnetometer was developed using KMZ51 
sensor. The magnetoresistive bridge is supplied from 
a 3 mA current source so that the temperature 
coefficient of sensitivity is minimized. The switched-
capacitor flipping circuit gives current peaks of up to 
2.8 A @ 1 kHz. Thanks to a relatively high current, 
the sensor is deeply saturated and thus the influence 
of hysteresis is suppressed and the resistance against 
field shocks of any direction is improved. The 
flipping pulse shape was finely tuned using the 
energetic model applied to magnetization reversal in 
thin film [4] with respect to heating of the sensor 
chip. 
 The bridge output voltage is processed using a 
preamplifier and a synchronous detector. The 
controlling pulses (see Fig. 1) driving the 
synchronous detector are distributed in time in the 
manner that effectively suppresses the unwelcome 
transients from flipping [5]. (The post-flip settlement 
period is ignored and thus the noisiest interval in the 
signal is not detected.) The timing is controlled by a 
simple microprocessor.  
 
 
Fig. 1: The flipping pulses (2.8 A peak value), 
the synchronous detector controlling pulses, and 
bridge voltage for the magnetic field 40 µT [6].  
 
ACHIEVED PARAMETERS 
 
The hysteresis and linearity error of the sensor 
(without flipping or compensation) is approximately 
0.4 % Full Scale (FS ~ +/- 200 A/m). With the 
flipping pulses of 2.8 A peak value, the hysteresis is 
reduced below 0.025 % FS, with the linearity error 
below 0.2 % FS. An improvement of the instrument 
range and linearity can be achieved using feedback 
compensation by the on-chip-integrated coil. In this 
case, a linearity error of 0.04 % was measured in the 
+/- 200 A/m range.  
 
INFLUENCE OF THE FLIPPING 
  
The influence of the flipping pulse amplitude on the 
noise parameters and on the offset stability was 
measured. The sensor was placed into a six-layer 
permalloy magnetic shielding, so that the influence of 
an external magnetic field was minimized. Firstly, the 
sensor noise has been measured. The sensor was 
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flipped manually (by a single pulse) with decreasing 
amplitude of the pulse. The noise was measured using 
Stanford Research SR770 FFT spectrum analyzer. For 
flipping pulse amplitude of 2.8 A, the noise PSD was 
3.2 nT / √ Hz @ 1 Hz. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2: The noise spectra for 2.8 A, 1.26 A and 0.37 A 
flipping pulse amplitude. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: The offset variance for flipping pulse 
amplitude of 2.8 A, 1.26 A and 0.37 A 
(the scale is 10 mV, 10 mV, and 20 mV/div).  
The noise rms value was about 8.6 nT in the 100 mHz 
to 10 Hz frequency range and the noise peak to peak 
value was about 35 nT. For lower values of the 
flipping current peak, the noise increases as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
 It was observed that the offset of the sensor 
strongly depends on the flipping pulse peak value. If 
the pulse amplitude is not sufficient, the sensor output 
does not settle to the same value as that before the 
pulse. The variance of settled offset values between 
flipping pulses decreases with pulse amplitude as 
shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 4: The dependence of noise level and offset 
variance on flipping pulse amplitude. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The precision of an AMR magnetometer can be 
significantly improved by using optimized flipping 
pulses that remove perming and reduce hysteresis by 
a factor of 20. Preferable detection technique gates 
the sensor signal during and shortly after the flipping 
period. By ignoring these noisy intervals the sensor 
stability is improved over standard AMR 
magnetometers which either use flipping reversals 
with low repetition rate or symmetrical waveform and 
classical synchronous detection. The improved AMR 
magnetometer has 10 nT resolution and 100 nT 
precision, which is sufficient for many applications 
dominated by fluxgate sensors. A disadvantage of the 
described techniques is increased power consumption. 
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Abstract
Can magnetoresistors replace fluxgate sensors in precise applications such as navigation and detection of metal objects? Anisotropic
Magnetoresistors (AMRs) and Giant Magnetoresistors (GMRs) can reach 10 nT resolution. It is possible to improve their stability by
ac techniques, but the electronics becomes complex and consumes more power. If size is not limited, fluxgate sensors are still the
winners.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Magnetic sensors; Magnetoresistors; Magnetometers
1. Introduction
Stable and precise sensors are traditionally used for
geophysical and space research magnetometers. The new
military and industrial applications require precise vector
magnetic field sensors, which are also rugged enough to
work in hard environment, and which are resistant against
temperature, mechanical and magnetic shocks, interfer-
ences, and field gradients. Precise magnetic sensors are also
used for position trackers and biomagnetic measurements.
Fluxgates are the most suitable vector magnetic field sen-
sors for applications requiring a resolution up to 0.1 nT and
absolute precision of 1 nT (for station magnetometers) to
100 nT (for low-cost portable units). Only SQUIDs are more
sensitive vector sensors [1]. Advances in Fluxgate technol-
ogy are reviewed in [2].
Anisotropic Magnetoresistors (AMRs) and recently also
Giant Magnetoresistors (GMRs) are the latest competitors of
small-size fluxgate sensors. AMR bridges using barber-pole
geometry are linear devices; their performance can be im-
proved by periodical flipping. GMRs may be linearized by
biasing techniques; moreover, it was recently shown that ac
bias may decrease their offset, hysteresis and noise [3]. In
general, commercial AMRs may have a resolution of 10 nT
with sensor size of several millimeters, but their precision is
limited by large temperature coefficient of sensitivity (typi-
cally 600 ppm/◦C, compared to typically 50–30 ppm/◦C for
fluxgate), non-linearity and crossfield response. Fig. 1 shows
relative temperature change of the sensitivity of low-cost
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: vopalem@fel.cvut.cz (M. Vopa´lensky´).
fluxgate sensor produced in our laboratory. The temperature
coefficient of sensitivity is 50 ppm/◦C: the main source is
temperature dilatation of the plastic bobbin of the feedback
coil. This can be easily suppressed to 30 ppm/◦C by using
ceramic materials in mechanical design. As the tempera-
ture characteristics of precise fluxgate sensors are linear and
show no significant hysteresis, the temperature coefficient
of the sensitivity (tempco) can be compensated or numeri-
cally corrected with uncertainty of units of ppm, so that the
corresponding error is much lower than temperature offset
drift (typically 0.1 nT/◦C).
Although magnetoresistors and fluxgates are based on
completely different effects, it is necessary to periodically
saturate their cores if one wants to remove perming (the off-
set caused by residual dc magnetization). As a result, the
electronic circuits used are similar and there are no large
differences in power consumption. A typical magnetometer
with AMR sensor consists of the processing blocks as in
Fig. 2.
In many applications the precise magnetometers work in
the presence of the Earth’s field (about 50 000 nT) and the
measured field is in the order of 1–100 nT. In such a case the
magnetometer absolute error is given by offset unstability,
perming and crossfield errors of individual sensors and also
by sensor head mechanical stability; sensor noise is often
not critical [4].
The main drawback of fluxgate sensors is their large
size: typical low-noise sensor has 20 mm diameter core.
Micro-fluxgate sensors are still under development. Al-
though they already reached nT resolution, their precision
and stability is limited [5]. Magnetoresistors are the proper
choice if sensor size below 5 mm is required.
0924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0924-4247(03)00129-8
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Fig. 1. Relative sensitivity change with temperature for low-cost fluxgate sensor produced by Czech Technical University.
Fig. 2. A typical circuit design of a magnetometer with AMR sensor.
2. Anisotropic magnetoresistors
In the last decade, the utilization of the AMRs in the func-
tion of reading heads for hard disk drives has significantly
boosted their development.
The resistivity of a Permalloy (Py) stripe depends on the
angle between its magnetization and the current flowing
through [1]. Since this basic arrangement would not give us
the information about the orientation of the applied field, the
so-called “Barber poles” design has been developed.
When four AMR elements are configured as a com-
plementary full Wheatstone bridge, the change of the
magnetization M direction causes reversion of the output
characteristic. Actually, the M has two stable states parallel
to the longitudinal direction of the Py strip. We can even
switch, or “flip”, between those two stable states of the
sensor. The typical value of the strip magnetization is about
300 A/m. When we create a field of greater intensity in the
opposite direction, the magnetization vector M changes its
direction and the sensor switches to the second stable state.
This technique is referred to as “flipping”. When we use sen-
sors with implemented Barber poles connected to a bridge,
the periodical flipping causes the change in the output signal
polarity, and the resulting ac output signal can be conve-
niently separated from the offset. The acting field in the
“positive” direction (plus the offset) is measured in one half
of the cycle, while this field in the “negative” direction (plus
the offset) is measured in the second half of the cycle. This
results in two different outputs positioned symmetrically
around the offset value. After a high-pass filtering we can
obtain the offset-free ac signal, which should be demodu-
lated by a synchronous demodulator to recover the measured
signal [6].
The synchronous detection would be possible even if the
bridge were supplied with an alternating signal. However,
the flipping technique has another advantages: suppression
of the hysteresis and perming. The flipping frequency is not
critical, but there are some parameters of the sensor that
can determine its choice. The material does not change its
properties in a zero time. The instabilities result in glitches
and transients in the immediate time after the flipping pulse.
Therefore, we developed the microprocessor-controlled
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Fig. 3. Timing of the AMR flipping.
timing, which ignores the short areas after the flip and the
synchronous detection is applied just to the stable areas
of the output by means of a gated integrator (sample-hold
circuit). The whole timing can be seen in Fig. 3.
To suppress the temperature sensitivity drift, the AMR
sensors can be operated in the feedback compensation
mode. For this purpose, another coil is integrated on chip,
producing the field in the sensitive axis direction. Using
proper electronic processing circuits, a negative feedback
can be formed, which produces the field of the same am-
plitude but the opposite direction to the measured one in
the compensation coil. Thus, the overall field acting to the
sensor is zero and the sensor operates always near to the
zero point, where the influence of the sensitivity drift is
minimized.
Fig. 4. Linearity error of the flipped and compensated KMZ 51 AMR sensor.
3. Experiments with AMR
We performed experiments with the AMR sensor of the
KMZ 51 type, produced by Philips company. We developed a
universal evaluation board for the magnetoresistive sensors,
which supports, among others, the KMZ 51 magnetoresistor.
The flipping was performed by the switched capacitor, as
recommended in [6]. The further processing of the output
modulated square wave signal has been done by a gated
integrator. In this procedure, the short unstable areas with
transients immediately after the flipping pulses were ignored
(see Fig. 3). The flipping frequency was of 1 kHz.
With this arrangement, we reached the linearity error
lower than ±0.03% and the hysteresis about 0.03% in the
range of ±200T in the feedback mode (see Fig. 4). For
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Fig. 5. Linearity error of the flipped and compensated KMZ 51 AMR magnetometer in the range used for compass applications.
comparison, the linearity error of the single sensor is about
0.3% and the hysteresis is almost of the same value in the
range of±200T. Using flipping without the feedback com-
pensation, the hysteresis becomes reduced, but the linearity
error stays almost unchanged. The sensitivity of the AMR
sensor is about 16 mV/(V kA m) up to the field value of
±400 A/m. The important range for the compass application
is ±60T, as this value is the value of the magnetic field
of the Earth at poles. We have measured the behavior of our
magnetometer in the range of ±45T and we figured out
that the total error of the device lies in the range of ±50 nT
(Fig. 5).
We have verified that the noise and offset stability of
the sensor depend on the flipping pulse amplitude [7]. The
higher is the amplitude of the flipping pulse, the smaller is
the noise and the better is the offset stability. For the highest
pulse amplitude of ±2.8 A, the noise PSD value has been of
3.2 nT/Hz1/2 RMS at 1 Hz (Fig. 6). The noise rms value in
this case is about 8.7 nT in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz frequency
range and the noise p–p value is about 35 nT. For smaller
amplitudes of the flipping pulse, the noise becomes higher;
e.g. for 0.37 A the noise PSD value is of 6.8 nT/Hz1/2 RMS
at 1 Hz.
Fig. 6. Noise of the KMZ 51 sensor after flipping pulse of 2.8 A.
4. GMR and SDT magnetoresistors
The GMR effect arises mainly in thin ferromagnetic (FM)
film multilayers [1,8].
To improve the sensor function, it is convenient to connect
four GMR elements to the full Wheatstone bridge. However,
as the GMR structures have unipolar response to the acting
field, a special arrangement is needed to obtain a non-zero
output. In addition, the output should vary for the opposite
field direction. The behavior of this type in an unpinned
sandwich or a multilayer is achieved by the parallel biasing,
or sensitive axis biasing. This method is based on shifting
the operating point of each leg of the measurement bridge
to a suitable position on the characteristics, by means of a
proper field applied in the parallel direction to the sensitive
axis of the sensor [8].
Using the parallel biasing, we can operate each magne-
toresistor of the bridge in a very advantageous mode of
function, being at the maximum slope of its R versus H
characteristic. In this point the sensitivity is the highest. The
necessary biasing field can be produced by a well-designed
on-chip flat coil. When we reverse the biasing current and
thus the biasing field, also the R versus H characteristic of
the bridge becomes inverted.
5. Experiments with GMR
We worked with the GMR sensor from the American
company NVE Corp. (formerly Non-Volatile Electronics),
whose internal structure is unpinned sandwich. The sensor
has integrated a biasing coil, allowing the parallel biased
mode of the sensor function. Differently from [3], we used
the square wave signal at 1 kHz as the biasing signal. The
configuration of the detection circuit was the same as in
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the experiment with the AMR sensor, since we have used
the same instrument. However, the timing of GMR biasing
current should be different: while AMR flipping pulses are
short and come before the measuring interval, GMR bias-
ing current is either dc or square wave, and it should be on
during the whole measuring time.
Firstly, we investigated the influence of the dc biasing
field value to the characteristic of the sensor. The higher is
the dc bias, the better is the linearity of the sensor and the
smaller is the hysteresis. However, the ac square wave bi-
asing at 1 kHz significantly improves the properties of the
sensor. The maximum linearity error in the case of dc bi-
asing is about 3%, and the hysteresis is considerably high,
approx. 2% in the range of ±300 A/m. The output of the ac
biased GMR sensor exhibits slightly better linearity and sig-
nificantly smaller hysteresis. The maximum linearity error
is about 2% and the hysteresis is reduced under 0.5% in the
range of ±300 A/m in the case of square wave ac biasing.
For the noise measurement, the sensor was placed into the
same shielding as in the case of AMR. The ac biased GMR
sensor noise PSD value is of 37 nT/Hz1/2 RMS at 1 Hz, the
noise rms value is about 100 nT in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz
frequency range and the noise p–p value is about 450 nT.
Detailed results were presented in [9].
6. Experiments with SDT
Spin Dependent Tunneling (SDT) devices can exhibit a
20% magnetoresistance at room temperature, low hystere-
sis when the orthogonal biasing mode is applied [8], and
signal-to-noise ratio of 1:1 at 1 pT [10].
The NVE SDT sensors with a pinned FM layer utilize the
technique of the orthogonal biasing of the free layer to im-
prove their properties [8]. This technique allows us to recog-
nize the orientation of the measured field and, additionally,
the characteristic of the sensor is linearized in the vicinity of
the point of 90◦ and the sensitivity is the maximum at this
point. An orthogonal biasing coil is integrated on the chip
with the SDT junctions. Connecting four SDT junctions to
the full bridge configuration, so-called flux concentrators,
shielding two SDT elements and concentrating the field act-
ing to the other two ones, are often used [8].
Although inverting the orthogonal biasing field does not
cause the inverting of the output characteristic, we verified
that the square wave biasing can lower the hysteresis and
improve the linearity of the SDT sensor. We suppose the
reason is that the material structure is being periodically
recovered to a defined state. The ac biased SDT sensors
exhibit a very large sensitivity, being of 1750 mV/(V kA m),
in a narrow linear range (40–80 A/m).
The square wave ac biasing has been used in measure-
ments of the SDT and GMR sensors from the NVE
Corp. The hysteresis of these sensors can be highly sup-
pressed by square wave ac biasing (GMR—2% by dc
biasing, 0.5% by ac biasing in the range of ±300 A/m;
SDT—60% by dc biasing, 12% by ac biasing in the range
of ±100 A/m).
The issue of the SDT sensors and more detailed results
were presented in [11].
7. Conclusion
The best linearity and hysteresis properties in a weak field
range have been achieved with the flipped KMZ 51 AMR
sensor operated in the compensation feedback mode (linear-
ity error < ±0.03%, hysteresis ∼ 0.03% in the range of
±200T). Typical offset drift of AMR sensors is 10 nT/K,
sensitivity tempco is 0.25 and 0.01%/K for uncompensated
and compensated sensors, respectively.
Even though the mentioned results are significantly worse
compared to standard fluxgates, AMRs may serve in many
applications previously dominated by fluxgates. Typical ex-
ample is a compass: if 0.5◦ precision is sufficient, AMR is
the proper choice.
GMR and SDT sensors offer higher sensitivity and, in the
case of SDT, also lower noise than AMR. Unfortunately they
currently cannot be used for precise applications because of
their high non-linearity and hysteresis.
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Abstract
Simple anisotropic magnetoresistance magnetometer with improved parameters was developed. New ﬂipping circuits
deliver optimized current pulse with 2.8A amplitude. New type of signal processing uses switched integrator to avoid
the most noisy time intervals. The achieved linearity is 0.2% in the 7200mT range without feedback and 0.04% using
integrated feedback coil. The magnetometer noise at 1Hz is 2 nT/Hz1/2, uncompensated temperature coefﬁcient
of sensitivity is 0.25%/K without the feedback and 0.01%/K with feedback. Temperature offset drift is typically
10 nT/K.
r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Magnetic sensors; Magnetoresistors; AMR; Magnetometry
Magnetoresistive sensors, based on the anisotropic
magnetoresistance effect (AMR), are replacing Hall
sensors in many industrial applications, as they are
much more sensitive than any semiconductor sensor [1].
Philips KMZ sensors consist of patterned NiFe thin-ﬁlm
structures in a Wheatstone bridge conﬁguration
equipped with Barber-pole structures for output linear-
ization [2]. As periodical ﬂipping by a ﬁeld perpendicular
to the sensing direction improves stability and reduces
hysteresis [3,4], the Philips KMZ51 and KMZ52 sensors
have built-in ﬂat ﬂipping and feedback (compensation)
coils so that they are ideally suited for magnetometers.
We have built a simple single-axis magnetometer
using a KMZ51 sensor. The sensor bridge is supplied by
3mA current source to minimize the temperature
coefﬁcient of sensitivity. Developed switched-capacitor
ﬂipping circuits give up to 2.8A/1 kHz current peaks
even from a 76V voltage source. Such unusually high
current deeply saturates the sensor and thus removes
hysteresis and increases the resistance against ﬁeld
shocks of any direction. The ﬂipping pulse shape was
optimized with respect to allowable heating of the sensor
chip.
These necessary strong ﬂipping ﬁelds can be predicted
by the energetic model (EM) [5], applied to the
magnetization reversal in thin ﬁlms. Recently, the EM
parameters have been correlated to microscopical
variables, revealing the ﬁeld dependence of the magne-
tization reversal velocity. This is responsible for the
value of the critical switching ﬁeld (and therefore for the
stability of the sensor) in the easy axis directions,
depending on the saturating ﬁeld amplitude. Simulations
conﬁrm that the stable response can be achieved only if
the ﬁlm is fully saturated by the ﬂipping ﬁeld.
The ﬂipping current pulse train is shown in Fig. 1 (top
trace). The reference pulses for the detector wait until
*Corresponding author. Department of Measurement,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University,
Technicka 2, Praha 6 16627, Czech Republic. Tel.: +420-2-
2435-3945; fax: +420-2-3333-9929.
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the sensor output stabilizes after the ﬂipping, avoiding
the most noisy interval (Fig. 1, middle and bottom
traces). The bridge output is ﬁrst ampliﬁed by an
instrumentation ampliﬁer and processed by a differential
switching integrator. The sensor bridge output (after
the instrumentation ampliﬁer with a gain of 10) for the
measured ﬁeld of 40 mT (vertical component of the
Earth’s ﬁeld) is shown in Fig. 2. The short peaks are
coupled from the digital control signals. The ﬂipping
current pulse is shown in Fig. 3. The current pulse peak
value is 2.8A, exceeding the manufacturer’s recom-
mended and maximum allowed values of 1 and 1.5A,
respectively.
The open-loop magnetometer linearity error is below
0.2% in the 7200A/m range as shown in Fig. 4. As the
Earth’s ﬁeld magnitude is usually about 50mT, this
range is sufﬁcient for compass applications and mon-
itoring of the Earth’s ﬁeld variations and anomalies.
Further increase of the instrument range and linearity of
0.04% was achieved using feedback compensation by
the integrated coil. The most important advantage of
using feedback compensation is that the temperature
coefﬁcient of sensors sensitivity is reduced from 0.25%/
K to 0.01%/K, which is a typical temperature coefﬁcient
of the ﬁeld factor of the compensation coil. The
Fig. 1. Flipping current (top trace, 1A/div), detector reference
signals (middle and bottom traces, active logical low).
Fig. 2. Flipping control (upper and middle traces), bridge
output for the measured ﬁeld of 40 mT (lower trace, ampliﬁed
by 10).
Fig. 3. Flipping pulse in detail, 500mA/div.
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Fig. 4. Linearity of the open-loop AMR magnetometer.
Fig. 5. Noise of the open-loop AMR magnetometer: power
spectrum density and time plot (5 nT/div).
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temperature coefﬁcient of the sensor offset is about
10 nT/K.
The magnetometer noise is shown in Fig. 5 both in
frequency and time domain: the noise spectrum density
was 30 mV/Hz1/2 at 1Hz corresponding to 2 nT/Hz1/2 at
1Hz, the rms level in the 100mHz to 10Hz frequency
range was 7 nT and noise p–p value was approximately
15 nT. These values are only slightly higher than the
sensor noise itself.
We demonstrated that magnetometer using AMR
sensors can achieve low noise and high stability if the
ﬂipping pulses guarantee deep saturation of the sensor
ﬁlm. Further noise reduction is achieved by avoiding
transient period s from the output signal by improved
design of the switching detector (integrator) circuits and
their timing.
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Temperature Drift of Offset and Sensitivity in Full-Bridge
Magnetoresistive Sensors
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A typical commercially available magnetoresistive sensor, and particularly an anisotropic magnetoresistive sensor, employs a full
bridge of the Wheatstone type formed by two complementary magnetoresistive elements in each branch. This configuration provides
linearized response and enlarged sensitivity compared to any other configuration made up of the same elements. Since in a large scale
production it is practically impossible to adjust the zero-field resistances of all the four elements to an exactly identical value, there is
always some zero-field offset present at the bridge output diagonal even when the sensor is placed in the zero magnetic field. The sensi-
tivity of the sensor, i.e., the ratio of the output voltage change to the change of the measured field , is associated with the sensitivity of
the individual elements. The change of the output voltage is determined by the change of the resistance of the individual elements.
Both the offset and the sensitivity of a full-bridge magnetoresistive sensor is dependent on the zero-field resistances of the elements.
However, as in most metallic material, the resistivity of a magnetoresistive element is influenced by temperature. Hence, both the offset
and the sensitivity of a real magnetoresistive sensor is temperature dependent. It can be shown that, theoretically speaking, the offset
is temperature independent when the bridge is supplied with a constant voltage (but the sensitivity in that case is temperature depen-
dent), and the sensitivity is temperature independent when the bridge is supplied with a constant current (but the offset in that case is
temperature dependent). This hypothesis has been verified on KMZ52 sensor (albeit in small temperature range—about 25 –45 ).
Index Terms—Anisotropic magnetoresistence (AMR), bridge circuits, magnetoresistive devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
M AGNETORESISTIVE Sensors often employ four mag-netoresistive elements configured into a full bridge of
theWheatstone type [1]–[4]. Each element has its basic value of
, which changes by when exposed to a magnetic field. The
change in resistance is usually opposite in two adjacent bridge
elements.
The resistance of each element is associated with the resis-
tivity through the following equation:
(1)
where is the length of the element and is its cross-section
area.
The resistivity of an anisotropic magnetoresistor (AMR) de-
pends on the angle of magnetization, which in turn is determined
by the external magnetic field [4], [5]. In a typical sensor with
elements linearized with barber-poles, the resistivity of the ma-
terial along the longitudinal axis of the magnetoresistive stripe
is given by the formula
(2)
Here,
is the measured resistivity;
and is the resistivity in the direction parallel
and orthogonal to the magnetization,
respectively;
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is the difference between parallel and
orthogonal resistivity (material-specific);
is the measured field applied in the
appropriate direction;
is the characteristic field of uniaxial
anisotropy of the element (combination of
induced and shape anisotropy).
The “ ” sign represents the fact that the same external field
leads to increase in resistivity in one element and decrease of
resistivity in the adjacent one.
Combining (1) and (2), the resistance is given as
(3)
The meaning of the quantities in (3) is obvious.
II. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RESISTIVITY
The dependence of resistivity on temperature in metallic
compounds may be rather a complicated function. However, it
is often described as a polynomial approximation of the first
order, neglecting the higher order terms, giving
(4)
Here,
is the resistivity at reference temperature ;
is the temperature coefficient of resistivity;
is the difference between the given
temperature and the reference temperature.
In the magnetoresistive sensor, the resistivity changes with
the magnetic field, as described in (2). The change of resistivity
with temperature is caused by different physical phenomenon
than the change due to the magnetic field. The minimum resis-
tivity, which can be measured in the magnetoresistive material,
0018-9464/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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is the resistivity , which is measured in the direction orthog-
onal to the direction of magnetization. This resistivity will be
considered as a background resistivity, which is influenced by
the temperature and by the acting field independently. For com-
pleteness, it has to be mentioned that in fact also the anisotropy
field and magnetoresistivity term are affected by the
temperature [3], but these effects will not be considered in the
further text. The temperature-induced effects on geometry of the
sensor will also be neglected.
Let it be assumed that the temperature dependence of is
(5)
where is the resistivity in the orthogonal direction to the
magnetization at reference temperature.
Consequently, knowing that , (2) can be written
in the following form:
(6)
and finally after a short modification
(7)
Since
(8)
and is in order of units of percent of in AMR
magnetoresistive materials, the member can
be neglected and (7) takes the form
(9)
Writing (9) in resistances rather than in resistivities
(10)
Introducing and normalized “sensi-
tivity” (or ratio of relative change of resistance)
, (10) can be written as
(11)
III. OFFSET AND SENSITIVITY OF A FULL BRIDGE
The available literature on bridge circuits [6]–[9] does not
relate well to the nature of our specific problem and thus we
made own derivations.
The output voltage of a general bridge made up of the
resistances , as in Fig. 1 (left), is given by
(12)
in the case of constant voltage supply , and
(13)
in the case of constant current supply .
In the absence of the external field, the branches of the mea-
surement bridge of the sensor have the initial resis-
tances . In an ideal case, these four resistances
Fig. 1. Left: full bridge arrangement of AMR sensor like KMZ52. Right: the
measurement setup schematical drawing.
are identical and the output of the bridge is zero. In a real case,
however, the resistances are not identical, leading to an offset
even in the zero field, both in the case of constant voltage and
constant current supply.
Substituting in (11) with , leaving
and putting the resulting resistances
in their full temperature-dependent form (11) into (12), it can
be derived using standard mathematical modifications that the
temperature dependent terms cancel out in the case of constant
voltage supply, so that the offset of a constant voltage
supplied bridge is independent of temperature. However,
putting the same formulas into (13), it can be
derived that in the case of the constant current supply, the offset
is temperature dependent with the same coefficient, as is
the resistance of the elements
(14)
In (14), is the offset voltage of the constant current sup-
plied bridge at reference temperature.
The sensitivity of the bridge is the ratio of the change
of output voltage to the change of the measured field,
. For infinitesimal changes around ,
the sensitivity can be calculated as the derivative of the function
. Using (11) and keeping in mind that the sign
of the term is “ ” for , , and “ ” for , , one
gets general formulae for all the four bridge resistances. Using
these terms in their full form in (12) and (13) pro-
vides general formulae for the bridge output as the functions of
both temperature and magnetic field [10]. The derivative of the
output voltage function, i.e., the sensitivity in the case of
constant voltage supply is then
(15)
The sensitivity in the case of the constant current supply is
given in (16), shown at the bottom of the next page. The temper-
ature-related term in (15) is in denominator, but for small
(about 0.052 in our case), it can be written as
. Thus, the sensitivity of a bridge supplied with a con-
stant voltage is decreasing when temperature is increasing, with
the same temperature coefficient as that of the resistance of
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Fig. 2. Bridge resistance as a function of temperature. The thermal coefficient
of resistance is approximately 0.0026 .
bridge elements. The sensitivity of a bridge supplied with con-
stant current is theoretically temperature independent.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
For the verification of the outlined hypothesis, KMZ52 sensor
was used. During all the measurements in setup (Fig. 1, right),
the sensor was placed in a heated magnetic shielded chamber
with dc attenuation of approximately 75 dB @ 100 (i.e., the
Earth’s field is attenuated 5600 to about 10 nT residual level).
The ambient air temperature inside the chamber was measured
with a Pt100 thermometer, the output voltage of the bridge was
measured with an Agilent 34401A multimeter after amplifica-
tion 100 provided by a precise instrumentation amplifier. In-
fluence of the offset voltage and bias current of the instrumen-
tation amplifier has been neglected due to their values (output
offset voltage maximum is 30 with the temperature drift of
0.5 , input bias current maximum is 50 pA). Each heating
cycle was 15 min, spontaneous cooling was 40 min. Only one of
the internal KMZ52 bridges was used in the experiment. Flip-
ping was employed whenmeasuring the sensitivity, as described
later, compensation terminals were not used.
The temperature coefficient of the bridge resistance (as-
sumed equal to each element’s resistance) can be determined by
measuring the resistance along the diagonal of the bridge, when
sensor is placed in a zero magnetic field, under variable temper-
ature. The results of the measurement can be seen in Fig. 2, the
respective can be estimated to approximately 0.0026
(compare [3] and [11]).
For the measurement of offset temperature dependence, the
bridge was supplied with either a constant voltage of 7.6 V or
a constant current of 3 mA. The dependence of offset voltage
in the case of constant voltage supply can be seen in Fig. 3.
It has been measured in three temperature cycles. The tem-
perature coefficient of the offset drift in individual cycles is
, , and . Hence,
the temperature coefficient is negative and by one order of mag-
nitude lower than the temperature coefficient of the resistance of
a single element. The dependence of offset voltage in the case
of constant current supply can be seen in Fig. 4. Again, three
Fig. 3. Constant voltage supplied bridge offset (100x amplified) as a func-
tion of temperature. The thermal coefficient of offset voltage is approximately
0.00024 , one order of magnitude lower than thermal coefficient of re-
sistance (in theory, exactly zero).
Fig. 4. Constant current supplied bridge offset (100x amplified) as a
function of temperature. The thermal coefficient of offset voltage is approxi-
mately 0.0024 , roughly the same as thermal coefficient of resistance.
temperature cycles were made, giving the temperature coeffi-
cient values of 0.0024 , 0.0020 , and 0.0025 ,
roughly the same as that of resistance.
For the measurement of sensitivity, the sensor was again
placed into the magnetic shielding, but a small piece of ferro-
magnetic material was placed near to the sensor to provoke a
response in output voltage. The output voltage can have two
values symmetrical around the value of offset, depending on
the position of magnetization, which can be over-switched by
flipping (set/reset) pulses. By evaluating the difference of the
output voltage in the two states of magnetization, the influence
of the offset drift is eliminated. The sensitivity can be expressed
as , so if the remains constant (within
tens of nT), the temperature dependence of sensitivity is the
same as the temperature dependence of .
The temperature dependence of the output voltage measured
in the above described way with the constant voltage supply
can be seen in Fig. 5. A series of temperature cycles has been
performed, giving the minimum temperature coefficient of sen-
sitivity , similar in magnitude to the coeffi-
cient of resistance (sensitivity is decreasing with temperature).
In the case of constant current supplied bridge the resulting
sensitivity behavior is shown in Fig. 6. According to the above
declared hypothesis, the sensitivity should be independent of
(16)
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Fig. 5. Constant voltage supplied bridge sensitivity measured as output voltage
(100x amplified) for constant field shown as a function of temperature. The
thermal coefficient of sensitivity is approximately. 0.0023 (decreasing),
roughly the same as thermal coefficient of resistance.
Fig. 6. Constant current supplied bridge sensitivity measured as output voltage
(100x amplified) for constant field shown as a function of temperature. The
thermal coefficient of sensitivity is approximately 0.001 (decreasing),
approximately half of the thermal coefficient of resistance (in theory, exactly
zero).
temperature. However, there is still a strong temperature depen-
dence of the sensitivity, with the coefficient of approximately
.
V. CONCLUSION
A model of the temperature behavior of the resistances of
anisotropic magnetoresistive elements has been developed.
Based on this model, theoretical temperature dependences of
the offset and sensitivity in full-bridge anisotropic magne-
toresistors have been derived. Theoretically, for a constant
voltage supplied bridge the offset temperature drift is zero,
however, sensitivity in this case decreases with the temperature
coefficient equal in magnitude to the temperature coefficient
of resistance of each bridge element. Conversely, in the case
of a constant current supplied bridge, the offset theoretically
increases with temperature with the coefficient equal to the
temperature coefficient of resistance of each element, and the
sensitivity is independent of temperature.
This hypothesis has been verified on the KMZ52 sensor, al-
beit in small temperature range (25 to 45 ), using setup
shown in Fig. 1 (right). The temperature coefficient of the re-
sistance of bridge elements has been found to be approximately
0.0026 . In the case of constant voltage supply, the offset
temperature drift, contrary to the hyphotesis, has a nonzero co-
efficient of approximately , which is still almost
by an order of magnitude lower than the temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance of the bridge elements. The sensitivity in this
case showed the temperature coefficient of , cor-
responding very well to the hypothesis. In the case of a con-
stant current supply, the offset changed with a temperature co-
efficient of approximately 0.0025 , again fitting very well
the hypothesis. However, the sensitivity decreased in this case
with a coefficient of approximately . Although this
value is not zero, it is much better than the temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance of bridge elements. The discrepancy between
measured data and the hypothesis is caused probably by ne-
glecting the temperature dependence of the characteristic field
of anisotropy and temperature induced changes of the geomet-
rical parameters of the sensor elements.
When designing a magnetometer with anisotropic mag-
netoresistors, periodical flipping (set/reset pulses) and syn-
chronous detection is usually employed. In that case, the dc
offset of the bridge is effectively eliminated by the appropriate
processing of the output signal [3]. Therefore, offset temper-
ature drift does not represent a big problem. The change in
sensitivity, however, can cause troubles, as it is not possible to
easily distinguish between response to a change in measured
field and the effect of temperature dependence of sensitivity.
From this point of view, it is highly desirable to suppress the
temperature changes of sensitivity up to the maximum possible
degree. For this reason, using of a (fixed) constant current
source (a well known technique) for supplying full-bridge
magnetoresistive sensors is recommendable. This may provide
simpler solution than e.g. one described in [12], where addi-
tional temperature sensor is employed.
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ABSTRACT 
AMR scmors gain growing popularity in linear applications such 
as compassing [I,  21. We discuss techniques, how to achieve 
precision required far 0.2 deg azimuth error in wide temperature 
mng.  While linearity of 80 ppm FS and sensitivity tempco of 
20 ppmiK can be achieved by using feedback compensation, offset 
driff and crossfield error can be lowered to nT level by periodical 
flipping. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Navigation systems usually comprise a triplet of magnetic sensors 
with inclinometers as an "electronically gimbaled" electronic 
compass, traditionally of fluxgate type. The AMR sensors are 
smaller, but less precise than fluxgate. Various techniques like AC 
operation can improve the parameters [3,4, 5,  61. 
The parameters achieved [7] for a Philips KMZSI [8] sensor were 
0.2 % linearity without feedback (0.04 %using integrated feedback 
coil). The magnetometer noise at 1 Hz was 2 nT/sqrtHz (compare 
fluxgate noise of 10 pT/sqrtHz [9]), uncompensated temperature 
mefficient of sensitivity was 0.25 %/K without the feedback and 
0.01 %/K with feedback. Temperatwe offset drift was typically 
10nTK. Similar values were measured for Honeywell AMR 
sensors. Latest results [lo] indicate that linearity of 80 ppm in +/- 
300 pT range, offset temperature stability of approximately 2 nTlK 
and sensitivity temperature.coeffkient of 20 p p d  can be reached 
by optimization of the circuits. For compass applications, this 
theoretically represents a limit of 0.2 degprecision. 
2. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS 
Zero stability measuremenb 
Longterm offset stability was measured for the flipped and 
compensated sensor (i.e. for the whole magnetometer) at constant 
temperature. The sensor was placed into the cylindrical four-layer 
permalloy mametic shielding with the attenuation of the DC field 
of 75 dB (measured for the Earfh-field). The temperature in the 
measurement room changed between 23°C and 25°C within 48 
hours, and during this time the output offset (recomputed to the 
magnetic field) hanged between 0nT and 60 nT. Offset stability 
under varying temperature was measured using an 8 layer 
cylindrical permalloy magnetic shielding with internal thermostat. 
In this case, we measured also the offset stability of the unflipped 
0-7803-81 33-5/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE 
and uncompensated sensor. The temperature varied within the 
interval of -2OT to 6 5 T  C4'F to 149'F), the offset changed 
correspondingly from +3600 nT to 4 o o O  nT around initial value at 
23°C (36500nT -the sensor was not flipped nor compensated). 
See Fig. 1 illustrating the temperature behaviour of unflipped and 
uncompensated sensor. From this, we can calculate the temperature 
coefficient of the offset as approx. -90 nT/K. 
The m e  measurement arrangement was used for measuring of the 
longterm offset stability in the case of flipped and compensated 
KMZSI sensor. In the range of the temperatures from -ISPC to 
5 8 T ,  the offset changed between -100nT to +60nT. However, 
there is not a simple characteristic of the output change, 
corresponding to the temperahue change. Nevertheless, we can 
compute the temperahue coefficient fmm the above given values as 
approx. 2.1 nTK, what is 5 times better than referred in [7]. The 
offset behavior in this case is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Temperature dependence of the sensitivity: 
For the measurement of the temperature sensitivity dependence, 
the sensor was placed into Helmbollz coils with temperature- 
controlled chamber. Unfortunately, in this case the minimal 
temperature reached was only -2'C. The sensitivity behavior for 
the unflipped and uncompensated sensor was checked. The 
sensitivities were computed from two samples taken in mg. fields 
of the opposite polarity, both in the middle of the range of +/- 
300wT, i.e. at +lSWT and -ISWT. The initial sensitivity at the 
temperamre of 24°C was approx. 7.636 mV/pT. For the 
temperature range of - I T  to 6 3 T ,  the sensitivity changes kom 
7.715mV/pT to 7.439mV/pT - see Fig. 3. From these values, we 
can determine the sensitivity temperature coefficient as approx. - 
585 ppm/K (again 5 times better than referred in [71). 
In the case of flipped and compensated sensor, it is not easy to 
determine the direct influence of the temperature to the sensitivity. 
As the basic temperature dependence is already compensated, other 
secand+rder effects play dominant role. Nevertbeless, in the mnge 
of temperatures from -2'C to 60"C, the sensitivity changed from 
15.199mV/pT to 15.180mVipT. This corresponds to 2Oppm/K 
(once more, 5 times better than referred in [7]). In the Fig. 4, you 
can see that there is no significant change of the sensitivity during 
the cooling process. After heating, the sensitivity changes, but it 
docs not return to the initial value. 
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Figure 1 - The offset behavior of the unflipped and uncompensated KMZ5 1 AMR sensor under varying temperature 
Figure 2 - The offset behavior of the flipped and compensated KMZ51 AMR sensor under varying temperature 
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Figure 4 - The temperature dependence of sensitivity for the flipped and compensated KMZSI AMR sensor 
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Crossfield effect 
Crossfield effect is unwanted sensitivity to magnetic field in axis 
perpendicular to the normal sensing direction. This sensitivity 
has non-linear character, so that it cannot be corrected simply by 
shifting the sensitivity axis. In another words, there is no 
insensitive direction in the sensor plane. Crossfield is much 
stronger at AMRs than at fluxgates [I I]. 
The sensor reading can be calculated (after [121) as: 
B, B =c- 
'dg B, + B y  
where the reading depends not only on the field in the main 
sensitive axis B, , but also on the perpendicular field E$. The 
anisotropy characteristic field & i s  a parameter of the sensor 
characterizing its crossfield sensitivity. It h worth noting that 
over the years, the advances in AMR sensor technology reduced 
the crossfield sensitivity by an order of magnitude. 
The crossfield effect should be compensated both in the routine 
measurement and in the calibration procedure. The ermr &e to 
uncompensated crossfield may result in 2.4 deg. errors in azimuth 
(according to Bs value of 0.8 mT [I21 specified for Honeywell 
sensors). In the Fig. 5 ,  there is shown a simulation of the error of 
azimuth caused by uncompensated crossfield for true zimuth 
varying from 0 to 360 deg. The compass is in horizontal position. 
- 
P 3 1  I 
Figure 5 -Azimuth error caused by uncompensated crossfield 
While the procedure for numerical correction [I21 of the 
crossfield is known, the practical limitation lies in the knowbdge 
of k, which is used in the calculation. The 5 %  ermr in the & 
value may cause +/-0,25deg. error in azimuth. The value 
specified by the manufacturer is & = 0.8 mT (i.e. 8Gauss) for 
Honeywell HMClOOl and 1002 sensors. However, there are 
sparse data on the batch-to-batch variation or the temperature 
dependence of that value. We have developed a calibration 
procedure to identify the BS value. For 2-axis Honeywell 
HMCIOOZ sensor, the found values were Bsx = 0.7967 mT for 
one sensitive axis and &, = 0.7882 mT for the other sensitive 
axis. (For Philips KMZSI sensor, the & value is approx. 940 
",i.e. I.lXmT[S].) 
Crossfield and perpendicularity errors are tangled so that none of 
the corrections can be done independently from the other. 
Nan-orthogonalities, individual sensitivities, and offsets of the 
three sensors can be found by "scalar field calibration" [13]. If the 
ideal 3-axis sensor is rotated in homogenous field, the calculated 
total field value should be constant. Variations of this value are 
due to non-orthogonality of individual sensors, differences in 
their sensitivities and offsets. These errors can be compensated 
by coefficients found in iterative numerical process. The residual 
error is due to sensors nonlinearity and crossfield error. 
The Fig. 6 shows behavior of )axis AMR magnetometer 
(Honeywell HMR2300) in scalar field calibration. The initial 
variation of the total field (during random rotation in the 
homogenous field) is 4000nT RMS. The correct value was 
48515 nT (measured by proton magnetometer). After performing 
iterative search of correction constants for sensitivities, offsets 
and orthogonalities, the variation was decreased to 35 nT RMS - 
see Fig. 7. 
Figure 6 - AMR scalar field calibration - total field variation due 
to crossfield and non-orthogonality before calibration is 4 000 nT 
RMS. 
Figure 7 - After cahbrahon, the total field vanahon around 
correct value is 35 nT RMS 
Gimbaling of the compass 
In order to achieve correct compass reading, it must be carefully 
gimbaled in horizontal position - otherwise the vertical 
component of the Earth's magnetic field influences the compass. 
For classical compasses, it is done in viscous liquid bath or in 
mechanical gimbals. For electronic compasses, this can be done 
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mathematically, using information from inclinometers. The pitch 
and roll of the compass must be taken into account, otlietwise 
errors are introduced to the azimuth reading. For example, as a 
rule of thumb valid for central Europe, uncompensated roll of 
1 deg may cause max. azimuth e m r  of more than 2deg. Fig. 8 
shows the simulation of azimuth error caused by uncompensated 
roll (0, 1, 2, and 5 degs) for true azimuth varying from 0 to 360 
degs. 
SvnVI. Data: Maa Pitch 0 Roil 0..5 not corrected 
15 
10 
-10 
-15' I 
w m u h  Ref [des] 
Flgure 8 -Azimuth error caused by uncompensated roll 
3. SUMMARY 
We have demonstrated that flipping and feedback techniques can 
improve the parameters of AMR sensors. Achievable parameten 
with optimized electronics comprise linearity of 80 ppm in +/- 
300 pT range, offset temperature stability of approximately 
2 nTK and sensitivity temperature coefficient of 20 ppm/K. The 
simulations show the importance of mathematical compensation 
of crossfield sensitivity that can cause errors of 2.4 degrees of 
azimuth (considering anisotropy characteristic field of 0.8 mT for 
Honeywell HMClOOl sensors). Also the horizontal position of 
the compass must be secured or mathematically compensated - 
typically, deviation from horizontality of 1 deg can result in 2 
degs azimuth error (for geomagnetic field in central Europe). 
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Abstract
Sensors based on the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect have been used for years as the reading heads in the hard-disk technology.
However, just a simple on/off detection function has been required in that application. Various techniques have been developed to make
the GMRs suitable for a linear measurement of a magnetic field. Using a proper technique, we can achieve an alternating output signal of
the sensor, that can be convenient for further signal processing. This paper deals with the method of alternating sensitive-axis field biasing
and its influence on the sensor properties. We show that a squarewave biasing is preferred over the sinewave one, as it results in a higher
sensor sensitivity and lower noise. With optimized reading circuits, we achieved a sensitivity of 20 mV/V/kA/m, a hysteresis of 0.5% in
the ±300 A/m range and a noise PSD value of 30 mA/m RMS /√Hz at 1 Hz.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Magnetoresistive sensors; Biasing techniques; Giant magnetoresistance
1. Introduction
The giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors used as read-
ing heads in hard-disk technology do not need to measure
precisely a linear magnetic field, as the function required of
them in these applications is just an on/off detection. Be-
cause of their convenient properties, such as high sensitivity
and low cost, there have been some attempts to adapt the
GMRs to the linear magnetic field magnitude measurement.
For this purpose, various methods such as sensitive-axis bi-
asing, orthogonal biasing, flux concentrators, and feedback
compensation have been developed [1–3]. The sensitive-axis
biasing technique in the unpinned GMR structures by an ad-
ditional field consists of shifting the operating point of the
sensor on its characteristic. The results of some experiments
with field alternating biasing and respective signal process-
ing have been reported in [4].
GMR sensors for linear measurement usually contain a
full bridge of the Wheatstone type consisting of four com-
plementary magnetoresistive elements in their internal struc-
ture. It is desirable to make the output characteristic of
the whole sensor bipolar. The characteristic of a simple
bridge element of the GMR “unpinned sandwich” structure,
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420-2-2435-3964;
fax: +420-2-3333-9929.
E-mail address: vopalem@fel.cvut.cz (M. Vopa´lensky´).
however, is unipolar. Creating a field of a proper value par-
allel to the sensitive axis, we can shift the operating point
of each element to the linear part of its characteristic. This
technique is called biasing in the sensitive-axis direction.
Biasing the neighboring elements of the bridge to the oppo-
site sides (having opposite slopes) of the characteristics, we
can achieve bipolar output [5].
2. Measurement setup
The biasing field of a desired value is usually provided by
an integrated on-chip flat coil. Reversing the polarity of the
so-called field bias current, flowing through the biasing coil,
we can easily reverse the output characteristic of the sensor.
Thus supplying the biasing coil by an alternating current we
can obtain an alternating output signal.
To recover the dc or low-frequency signal corresponding
to the measured field value, synchronous detection has to be
used. Periodical reversing of the biasing field orientation re-
sults in significant reduction of the output hysteresis. In [4],
the biasing coil was supplied by a sinewave signal, and the
Stanford Research Systems lock-in amplifier SR 830 was
used to process the output signal. However, in our experi-
ments, a squarewave 1000 Hz biasing signal was used, and
a gated-integrator was the signal reconstruction circuit. The
measurement setup can be seen in Fig. 1.
0924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.sna.2003.09.036
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Fig. 1. Setup for the ac-biased GMR sensor measurement.
3. Measurement results
We used a laboratory supply source to create the dc bias
field in the biasing coil. The characteristic becomes reversed
for the inverted polarity of the biasing current. Thus we have
made two measurements for each current value. The GMR
sensor bridge (prototype provided by NVE) was supplied
with a dc current source of 3 mA. As the bridge resistance
is about 1060, the voltage across the bridge was about
3.16 V. The sensor was placed into Helmholtz coils, and an
automatic computer-aided system [6] was used to control
the coil current and to measure the output voltage value
of the device. In this experiment, we measured the output
voltage of the instrumentation amplifier with a gain of 10.
Two samples were averaged.
One can see the comparison of the characteristics for ±8
and ±12 mA dc field biasing current in Fig. 2. The sensi-
tivity is approximately 17 mV/V/kA/m in the case of 12 mA
biasing current, which is a little less than for 8 mA biasing
current. Nevertheless, the linearity range is wider and the
hysteresis reduces to the half value in the same range for
12 mA biasing current. Considering the range of ±700 A/m
to be the full scale, the hysteresis value is about 3% of the FS.
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Fig. 2. The characteristics of sensitive-axis dc-biased GMR sensor.
For the purpose of investigating ac field biasing possibili-
ties for the magnetoresistive sensors, we developed a special
evaluation board in our laboratory. The GMR sensor bridge
was supplied by an 8 V dc voltage source in this case. Spe-
cial timing of the synchronous detection was applied. As
the sensor material properties are not stable immediately af-
ter the field biasing current changes its polarity, we decided
to ignore the output for a short period of the time after the
change of the bias field polarity (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 3, the
zero-level active pulses controlling the synchronous detector
are shown. The transients after reversing the characteristic
of the sensor do not have any influence on the output, since
just the stable, settled parts of the output signal are being
selected.
In Fig. 4, one can compare the characteristics of the +9
and−9 mA dc field-biased GMR sensor to the characteristic
of the same sensor being biased by an alternating squared
field produced by a current with an amplitude of ±9 mA
at a frequency of 1000 Hz. We measured in the range of
±300 A/m. There was an amplifier with a gain of 2 at the
output of the synchronous detector and therefore the charac-
teristic for the ac biasing is two times bigger than the char-
acteristics for the dc biasing. However, the real sensitivity
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Fig. 3. The timing of the ac-biased GMR measurement.
of the sensor is about 20 mV/V/kA/m in both cases. One ob-
serves significantly suppressed hysteresis in the case of the
ac biasing. Also, the linearity is slightly better than in the
case of dc biasing. The detailed graphs showing the error in
the case of dc and ac field biasing can be found in the Fig. 5.
We suppose that the linearity could be improved using the
feedback compensation of the sensor.
A measurement of the noise parameters of the NVE GMR
sensor has been done. In [7], one can see that the noise
power spectral density of a GMR sensor of the investigated
type is of the character of 1/f. The sensor was placed into
Fig. 4. The characteristics of the dc/ac sensitive-axis-biased NVE GMR sensor.
a six-layer permalloy magnetic shielding. The supplying
voltage of the bridge was of 8 V during these experiments.
Fig. 6 shows the noise properties of the dc field-biased sen-
sor and an example of the sensor output time plot. The bi-
asing current was 9 mA. The gain of the instrumentation
amplifier processing the sensor output signal was 10. The
marker in the upper trace in Fig. 6 is placed at 1 Hz. The
noise PSD value of the sensor output was approximately
2.5V RMS/
√
Hz at 1 Hz, corresponding to approximately
16 mA/A RMS/
√
Hz at 1 Hz, when we consider the mea-
sured sensitivity of 20 mV/V/kA/m. This noise value is much
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Fig. 5. The linearity and hysteresis of the sensitive-axis-biased NVE GMR sensor.
Fig. 6. The noise PSD RMS value of the dc-biased NVE GMR sensor. Upper trace—noise PSD RMS value (scale: log, 10 dB per division), lower
trace—time record of the sensor output (scale: linear, 30 mA/m per division).
smaller than that referred to in [4]. The noise RMS value
is about 35 mA/m in the 100 mHz to 10 Hz frequency range
and the noise p–p value estimated from the lower diagram
is about 180 mA/m.
When the sensor was biased by the alternating field
produced in the biasing coil by a squarewave current of
±9 mA, the noise was measured after the synchronous de-
tector. The single sensor output noise PSD value is about
5V RMS/
√
Hz at 1 Hz, corresponding to approximately
28 mA/m RMS/
√
Hz at 1 Hz. The noise RMS value in the
case of ac biasing is about 80 mA/m in the 100 mHz to
10 Hz frequency range and the noise p–p value is about
360 mA/m.
4. Conclusion
The method used for biasing the sensor and process-
ing the output signal results in significant improvements
of the sensor behavior (see Fig. 5). The sensitivity was
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about 20 mV/V/kA/m in the both cases. The waveforms
in Fig. 5 demonstrate the difference between the mea-
sured and ideal characteristics. The linearity error both
in the case of dc and squarewave ac ±9 mA field bias-
ing is about 3% of FS in the respective ±300 A/m range.
However, the hysteresis in the case of ac biasing was re-
duced to 0.5% of the FS, compared to 2% FS for the dc
biasing.
The noise PSD value in the case of 9 mA dc field biasing
was approximately 16 mA/m RMS/
√
Hz at 1 Hz. Neverthe-
less, the noise has increased in the case of alternating bias-
ing as described above. Our further research will focus on
this problem.
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bstract
Many devices for contactless current measurement employ a magnetic circuit (flux concentrator) formed by a ferromagnetic ring (or yoke) with
he sensor (typically Hall element) placed in the air gap. Thus the impact of the ambient magnetic fields (i.e. other than caused by the measured
urrent) is highly reduced and the sensitivity of the device is increased. However, the linearity of such measurement can be affected by the non-linear
MICHAL VOPÁLENSKÝ –  MEASURING WITH MAGNETORESISTIVE SENSORS                                                                                 A49ehavior of the magnetic material of the yoke. A device for the contactless current measurement with anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors (AMR)
as been developed. As the AMRs are much more sensitive than classically used Hall sensors, no magnetic concentrator is needed. The realized
evice reaches so far the linearity error of ±0.05% in the current range of ±8 A, i.e. the absolute resolution is 4 mA.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
Often used configuration of contactless current measurement
evices comprise magnetic flux concentrators (yokes) in the
orm of a ring around the hole, where the examined wire is led
hrough. Into an air gap formed in the ring, a magnetic field sen-
or with the sensitive axis perpendicular to the cross-section of
he ring is placed. The Hall sensors are typical components used
or this purpose [1]. Using of the magnetic field concentrator
as some indisputable advantages—the magnetic field is highly
oncentrated in the air gap so that less sensitivity of the sensor is
ufficient to a proper function, the error due to the un-centered
osition of the examined wire in the hole is suppressed because
f the concentration effect; the impact of eventual un-clamped
out-of-hole) currents and/or another ambient magnetic fields
e.g. the magnetic field of Earth) on the sensor output is highly
educed for a similar reason. Nevertheless, there are a couple of
isadvantages of such measurement setup: the response can be
nfluenced by the nonlinear behavior of the magnetic material of
he yoke (hysteresis, saturation, . . .), so that a special care must
e taken choosing the material for the concentrator.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +42 2 2435 3964; fax: +42 2 3333 9929.
E-mail addresses: mlejnp1@fel.cvut.cz (P. Mlejnek), vopalem@centrum.cz
M. Vopa´lensky´), ripka@fel.cvut.cz (P. Ripka).
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oi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.10.016Magnetic sensors applications
Anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors (AMR) have recently
roven their suitability in various areas of the industry. They are
uch more sensitive than the Hall sensors and using of proper
mprovement techniques helps to reduce some undesired effects
s the non-linearity, hysteresis and temperature dependences
2,3]. These properties make the AMRs suitable for the current
easurements in the configuration of a rose-like array of AMRs
urrounding the hole for the measured wire symmetrically, even
ithout the need of the ring concentrators.
. Brief theoretical considerations
The detailed analysis of the influences of non-linear behav-
or, non-identical sensitivities, non-identical compensating coil
actors of the sensors etc. will be the subject of another intended
aper. Nevertheless, let us make a brief analysis of the influence
f one evident big error source—the displacement of the exam-
ned wire. In the following, we will consider the sensors to be
trictly vectorial, reacting only to the magnetic field component
arallel to their sensitivity axes. In addition, the sensitivities s
ill be considered to be identical for all the sensors as well ashe compensating coils current-to-field converting factors f. The
ensors are placed in an ideal symmetry and equidistance around
he measurement hole so that their centers lie all on one concen-
ric circle, dividing it in eight equal arcs. The sensitive axis of
6 Actuators A 141 (2008) 649–653
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Table 1
The dependence of the maximum relative error of the current determination due
to uncentered position of the wire on the number of sensors
Number of sensors |δ| (%)
1 65
2 18.3
4 2.46
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ach sensor is tangent to the circle in this point. It can be shown
hat the error of the measurement caused by the displacement
f the wire is the same for uncompensated and/or compensated
ensors (even if not each sensor individually) for strictly linear
ensors.
Sensor i responses to the respective field H||,i by a voltage
out,i = sH||,i (1)
According to the Ampere’s law, the magnetic field in the
istance r from a straight current line in a homogeneous space
s
= I
2πr
(2)
In other words, the lines of constant field H are concentric
ircles with the center in the current line and the magnitude
f H is decreasing with r. The most natural is to calibrate the
easurement probe for wire led through the center of the hole
nd orthogonal to the sensors plane. Let the hole diameter be
f 10 mm and sensor circumference 25.4 mm. For the centered
osition of the wire, the summed output voltageUtot of the device
s
tot = nUout,i = nsH|| = ns I2πr (3)
ere n is the number of the sensors in the sensor array, and the
eaning of the other quantities is explained above.
Hence the current can be calculated as
measured = 2πr
ns
Utot = kUtot (4)
nd k (A/V) is the transfer constant of the device calibrated for
he central wire position.
When the wire is not centered, the outputs of all the sensors
re not identical, and neither the sum of them is equal to that for
he centered wire at the same current value. However, the current
s calculated using the same k, i.e. the calculated current value is
ot correct. Let us define the relative error of the measurement
s
I =
∣
∣
∣
∣
Imeasured − Icorrect
Icorrect
∣
∣
∣
∣
=
∣
∣
∣
∣
kUtot − Icorrect
Icorrect
∣
∣
∣
∣
(5)
Of course, the error decreases dramatically with the increas-
ng number of sensors. From the Maxwells’ equation or
mpere’s law it is obvious that the measurement reading would
e independent of the wire position for infinite number of sen-
ors. The theoretical possibility of using one single sensor for
he current measurement is conditioned by strictly assured fixed
istance between the wire and the sensor. As the magnetic field
epends hyperbolically on the distance from the wire, the error
f the determination of current increases dramatically when the
ire approaches the sensor. The maximum error occurs for min-
mum distance possible. For example in our case r = 12.7 mm,
r)max = 5 mm (the maximum displacement from the central
MICHAL VOPÁLENSKÝ –  MEASURING WITH MAGNETORESISosition) and the corresponding Imax = 65%.
Little more optimistic results we obtain using two sensors.
upposing the wire moves only on the line between the both
ensors, the increase of the field at one sensor is bound with the
a
i
t
d8 0.0578
6 0.0000333
iameter of the hole 10 mm, diameter of the sensor array 25.4 mm (1 in.).
ecrease at the second one. However, because of the hyperbolic
ependence of the field on distance, the increase of the field
n the first sensor is not compensated by the same decrease in
he second one. Let r be the displacement of the wire from
he central position. Then, summing the both sensor outputs
ogether, we obtain
tot = Uout,1 + Uout,2 = s Icorrect2π(r − r) + s
Icorrect
2π(r + r)
= s Icorrectr
π(r2 − 2r) (6)
For the central position of the wire
= πr
s
, (7)
nd substituting to (4)
measured = Icorrect r
2
r2 − 2r (8)
From (5), the relative error as a function of the displacement
r is
I = 
2r
r2 − 2r (9)
The maximum error occurs for maximum possible dis-
lacement. In our case r = 12.7 mm, (r)max = 5 mm and the
orresponding Imax = 18%.
Similar analyses could be done for another number of sensors,
aking into account that for non-concentric wire the direction of
he field in the position of a concrete sensor need not be paral-
el to the sensor sensitive axis and therefore the corresponding
omponent has to be calculated.
In Table 1, the maximum relative errors for different numbers
f sensors are listed for our dimensions. The theoretical relative
rror as a function of the angle when the current wire moves
round the edge of the hole can be seen in Fig. 1. Note that
-axis is in logarithmic scale.
. Measurement setup
Eight AMR sensors of KMZ51 type [4] (Philips product)
re placed in a radial symmetry around the hole for the exam-
ned wire, so that the sensitive axes of the sensors are tangential
o a circumference concentric with the hole. The hole has the
iameter of 10 mm, the centers of sensors lay on a circle of
P. Mlejnek et al. / Sensors and Actu
Fig. 1. The theoretical dependence of the relative error of the current determi-
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MICHAL VOPÁLENSKÝ –  MEASURING WITH MAGNETORESISTIVE Sation, when the wire rotates around the measurement hole for various numbers
f sensors. Diameter of the hole 10 mm, diameter of the sensor array 25.4 mm
1 in.).
he diameter of 25.4 mm (1 in.). Together with the sensors, the
ipping capacitors and transistors are integrated at one board,
orming the measurement probe of the device, as seen in Fig. 2.
he sensors are flipped periodically at 1 kHz. Strong current
ulses (>2 A) are needed in order that the flipping works properly
5] and the supply voltage of the device does not allow that such
arge pulses flow through all the eight flipping coils connected
n series. Therefore the eight sensors are divided to two sections
f four sensors connected in series, and each section of four has
ts own flipping capacitor controlled by its own transistor. For
similar reason, the compensating coils form two sections of
our coils connected in series, but these two sections are parallel
ith the same source of the compensation current. The outputs
f the individual sensors are led through a multiwire cable to the
ignal processing board, where they are 100× amplified by pre-
ise instrumentation amplifiers INA 131 [6] and then summed
ogether (although exist better methods of signal processing than
ust averaging [7]). We have to notice that due to possible offsets
Fig. 2. The measurement probe layout.
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f the sensor bridges, it is reasonable to block the dc component
f the outputs of individual sensors after amplification by capac-
tors of a proper value (660 nF in our device) before the summing
ircuit. It is important to sum the individual bridge outputs with
orrect polarity. The rest of the processing chain is based on our
revious experiences from the magnetometer development [2,3]
nd it is designed in a “traditional” manner. Resulting summed
ignal is squarewave at the flipping frequency and its amplitude
s proportional to the sum of the magnetic fields acting at the
ositions of individual sensors, or, better, to the components of
he field parallel to the sensitive axes. The signal is demodulated
y slightly modified synchronous detector that ignores unstable
arts (transients) of the waveform occurring at the sharp edges
f the signal [2]. Demodulated quasi-dc signal is integrated and
he output of the integrator is used as the compensation current
or the sensors, producing in the sensor a magnetic field of the
ame magnitude but the opposite polarity to the external act-
ng field, by means of the compensation coil. Thus the sensor
ridge is operating always in zero operation point, working as
zero-indicator, a fact that results in a large suppression of the
mpact of the (temperature or cross-axis field) dependence of
he sensitivity on the measurement. The voltage drop on a pre-
ise resistor connected in series within the compensation current
oop represents the output of the device, being proportional to
he compensating current and thus also to the measured mag-
etic field caused by the measured current flowing through the
ole of the probe.
. Measurement results
The most interesting parameters are the linearity, resolution,
ensitivity and measurement range for a well-centered wire.
especting the recommended linear range of the KMZ51 sen-
ors [4] being of ±200 A/m, the maximum measured current can
pproach 16 A with or without the compensation. Of course,
ompensation mode has significant advantages. The linearity
ENSORS                                                                                 A51as measured in the range of ±8 A, since for higher currents
he output amplifier of the device is saturated. The results are
hown in Fig. 3. The linearity error is ±0.05% of ±8 A (con-
idered as Full Scale), i.e. ±4 mA. The −3 dB bandwidth of
Fig. 3. The linearity error for centered wire and compensated sensor.
652 P. Mlejnek et al. / Sensors and Actu
Fig. 4. Output reading of the device, when the wire rotates around the measure-
ment hole. Diameter of the hole 10 mm, diameter of the sensor array 25.4 mm
(1 in.).
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MICHAL VOPÁLENSKÝ –  MEASURING WITH MAGNETORESISTIVEig. 5. The influence of an outer wire carrying the current of 4 A and placed to
he positions by Fig. 1 on the output of the device. Diameter of the hole 10 mm,
iameter of the sensor array 25.4 mm (1 in.).
his measurement is approx. 60 Hz @ 1 A, but probably it can
e enhanced by minor changes in the circuitry. The influence
f the wire displacement is illustrated in Fig. 4. The measure-
ent was performed with a constant DC current of 4 A and
he wire moved around the edge of the measurement hole. From
ig. 4, the error due to non-concentric wire seems to be very high
±0.5%) compared to the theoretically expected value (approx.
0.06%). This error is caused mainly by the different sensitivi-
ies and compensation coil factors of the sensors, as well as by
verall asymmetries in the probe layout. The influence of the
uter “un-clamped” current is shown in Fig. 5. There was no
urrent led through the measurement hole and thus the abso-
ute values of the reading error recalculated to the “equivalent
urrent” through the calibrated sensitivity for centered wire are
ndicated.
. ConclusionWe showed the suitability of the commercial anisotropic
agnetoresistors for the contactless current measurement appli-
ation. The sensitivity of the sensors allows that no flux
oncentrator is needed. The error caused by the un-centered wire
A
P
a
Rators A 141 (2008) 649–653
osition decreases rapidly with the number of the sensors used
n the rose-like array. The used configuration with eight KMZ51
ensors, array diameter of 25.4 mm and the hole diameter 10 mm
heoretically allow measurement of the currents up to 20 A in
he centered wire. We measured up to 8 A and the error reached
0.05% of ±8 A, which is considerably better result than the
revious work published in [8]. The error of the current determi-
ation caused by uncentered wire is of ±0.5%, which is much
orse than promises the numerical simulation, and it is caused
y differences between the sensitivities and feedback coil factors
f individual sensors. An external current of 5 A in the distance
0 mm from the sensor array center causes an additional abso-
ute error of max. 25 mA. Detailed analyses of the non-identical
ehavior of individual sensors used in the array will be a subject
f another paper.
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Abstract
Analog multipliers comprising the Hall sensors have been used in electronic design, typically in powermeters. This article summarizes
the results of experiments performed with a commercially available anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) sensor, used for the same purpose.
The on-chip compensation coil can be successfully used in the function of the “current clamps” of the wattmeter. Periodical re-magnetizing
(flipping) of the sensor structure performed by the flipping coil can improve the device parameters. This paper is not a description of a
functioning, practice-ready device. It reports an experiment showing the feasibility of AMRs in the area of power measurements.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
The need for measurement of the active electric power
ed to the development of various types of powermeters. The
asic, classical electromechanical gauges using electrody-
amic measurement system are still used, in spite of their
rawbacks. The dynamical response of them is limited, since
hey employ coils of considerable inductance. Recently, the
andwidth of powermeters became a crucial parameter due to
he need of the measurement of general, rather non-harmonic
ignals with a high content of the higher harmonic frequen-
ies. By that time, two basic approaches arose:
1) separate real-time sampling and A/D conversion of the
current i(t) and voltage u(t), followed by fully digital
processing of acquired data;
2) using of an appropriate electronic multiplier, where the
two signals proportional to the voltage and current, re-
spectively, are multiplied in real-time. Thus, the output
∗
of such a transducer is the instantaneous power of the
signal defined as
p(t) = i(t)u(t) (1)
For the harmonic signals described as
i(t) = Im sin ωt
u(t) = Um sin(ωt + φ)
(2)
where Im and Um are the amplitudes of the current and volt-
age, respectively, the mean value of (1) over one period, called
the active power, can be expressed by a well-known formula
P = 1
T
∫
T
u(t)i(t) dt = UI cos φ (3)
Here, U = Um/
√
2 and I = Im/
√
2 are the root mean square
(RMS) values of u(t) and i(t), respectively.
Power transducers with the Hall sensors [1,2] as multiply-
ing elements gained a huge importance in the field of the de-
scribed ‘direct’ power measurement. The basic problems are
caused by their insufficient sensitivity, resulting in the needCorresponding author. Tel.: +42 2 2435 3964; fax: +42 2 3333 9929.
E-mail addresses: vopalem@fel.cvut.cz (M. Vopa´lensky´),
latil@fel.cvut.cz (A. Platil), kaspar@fel.cvut.cz (P. Kasˇpar).
1 Tel.: +42 2 2435 3964; fax: +42 2 3333 9929.
2 Tel.: +42 2 2435 2188; fax: +42 2 3333 9929.
of ferromagnetic yokes to concentrate the magnetic flux into
the sensor area.
More advantageous anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR)
sensors can replace the Hall sensors [3–5].924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.sna.2005.03.033
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2. Measurement setup
The basic idea of the AMR used in the function of an ana-
log multiplier is very simple: the Wheatstone bridge of the
AMR sensor is supplied by a signal, which is proportional
to the voltage of the measured signal. At the same time, cur-
rent proportional to the current of the measured signal is led
through a coil, generating magnetic field which is the Wheat-
stone bridge exposed to. The output (diagonal) voltage of the
bridge is (linearly) dependent on the acting magnetic field,
and at the same time, it is linearly dependent on the supplying
voltage. As a direct consequence of these two facts, the output
is dependent on the multiple of the two signals. There are var-
ious ways how to design the proper coil creating the magnetic
field. Usually, this coil is external, wound around the sensor
[3]. In a commercial AMR, in our case the KMZ51 [6], usu-
ally a flat coil is integrated, dedicated to the compensation of
the bridge when measuring the magnetic field. However, we
can employ this internal coil for the excitation of the bridge,
gaining some important advantages: highly enlarged sensitiv-
ity (because of the proximity of the coil to the bridge), well-
defined direction of the field (minimizing thus the cross-axis
fields [7]), and simple realization. Moreover, the inductance
of this planar coil is negligible compared to its resistance
(∼180 ) up to 100 kHz (measured with the HP 4263B RLC
bridge). On the other hand, when using the internal coil for
g
a
upper RMS limit of the ac current led through. Additional
problems may arise because of the proximity of the coil to
the magnetoresistive bridge—15 mA flowing through 180 
resistance of the coil may cause temperature increase inside
the sensor, accompanied by unavoidable change of the bridge
resistances.
The overall arrangement of the measurement setup is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. The voltage and current signals are pro-
vided by two locked HP 33120 generators. We used the sine
waveform for the testing. It is very important to determine
properly the mutual phase shift between the two signals. For
this purpose, we used an oscilloscope in the xy-mode, trying
to obtain a straight line on the screen, when the shift between
the signals is 0◦. This procedure provides a very well-defined
basic point for the phase shift determination. Bifilarly wound
resistance standard (ethalon) 100  was used as the sensing
element for the current measurement, having the tempera-
ture coefficient of 10−3 /K. The voltages across the bridge
and on the current sensing resistance were measured by HP
34401 multimeters (RMS measurement) and monitored by
Agilent 54624 four-channel oscilloscope. The magnetoresis-
tive material was re-magnetized, or flipped, before each read-
ing by a strong 2.8 A pulse to get the ferromagnetic material
to a defined initial state. The optimum flipping performance
is provided by well-designed flipping circuits (see [8]). The
output signal of the bridge is 100× amplified by a precise
i
p
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llowed dc compensation current (in our case, 15 mA) as theFig. 1. The measurenstrumentation amplifier INA129 [9] and then filtered by a
assive low-pass filter with the corner frequency fc ≈ 5 Hz, toment setup.
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obtain the mean value of the signal. Another HP 34401 was
used to measure the mean value of the output signal after the
filter. The influence of the output offset of the instrumentation
amplifier was eliminated subtracting its value (measured as
1.5 mV when the both inputs were grounded) from each read-
ing. Knowing the RMS values of the voltage and current and
the phase shift between the two signals, the active power can
be calculated after (3). The dc offsets in both the voltage and
current input signal have to be reduced the best possible way
because they would cause an undesirable additional dc com-
ponent of the output waveform. The output before filtering is
a sinewave signal at a double frequency of the input signals
and its dc component is proportional to the active power. The
offset of the measuring bridge can be eliminated from the
result subtracting the dc values obtained for the same input
signals and two opposite flipping directions.
During the measurement, the sensor was placed into a
four-layer permalloy cylindrical magnetic shielding to elim-
inate the influence of disturbing external magnetic fields (dc
attenuation of the shield ∼ 75 dB at 100 mT).
3. Measurement results
It is a little difficult to characterize a multiplier or
w
a
o
i
t
c
u
the compensation coil. These values were chosen in order
that neither the amplitude values of the ac signals exceed the
maximum recommended values for dc. As the minimum val-
ues adjustable at the generators correspond to 34 mV RMS
and 0.107 mA RMS, the dynamic range of our measurement
setup is approximately two decades in both the voltage and
current inputs. In terms of the power, chosen ranges of volt-
age and current mean the power range from approximately
3.6W to 50 mW for zero phase shift of the signals, i.e. more
than four decades (factor 1.4 × 104).
3.1. Phase shift dependence
The zero phase shift was adjusted as described above and
the phase shift function of the generators was used to adjust
another values. The dependence of the mean value of the
output on the phase shift between the input signals for the
smallest (34 mV, 0.107 mA), medium (300 mV, 1 mA) and
large (4 V, 10 mA) input signals at the frequency of 100 Hz
was measured. The results of the last two cited measurements
can be seen in Fig. 2. The relative error calculated as
δ = correct value − measured value
correct value
× 100%
in the range of ±70◦ is below 0.1% in most cases. Due to
i
t
m
c
o
t
(
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2D-diagram, as it has more than one input each having its
wn frequency characteristics, it behaves differently for var-
ous phase shifts between the input signals, etc. Respecting
he producer recommended values of the dc input voltage and
urrent, being of 9 V dc and 15 mA dc, we decided to measure
p to 5 V RMS across the bridge and 10 mA RMS through
Fig. 2. Relative error of the indicated value as ats definition, the relative error increases dramatically when
he phase shift approaches 90◦. For the smallest input signals
easured, the dependence of the error is not displayed, be-
ause it reaches up to 20% of the correct value in the range
f ±70◦; however, this considerable error may be caused by
he low resolution of the measurement of such small values
the maximum active power for ϕ = 0◦ is less than 3.7W,
ence of the input signals phase shift at 100 Hz.
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Fig. 3. The map of the sensitivity in dependence on the input values. Phase shift: 0◦ and frequency: 100 Hz.
the output of the device after amplification by 100 does not
exceed 100V).
3.2. Input signal magnitude dependence
The linearity of the device with respect to the RMS values
of the inputs for the phase shift of 0◦ in logarithmical series
1–2–3–5 over the whole dynamic ranges of the both inputs
was measured. The ratio of the output voltage (proportional
to the active power) to the product of the input RMS values,
or simply the sensitivity of the multiplier, is one of the most
indicative parameters. In another words, the output voltage
Uout of the multiplier should be given as
Uout (ϕ = 0) = kUin,RMSIin,RMS (4)
where the sensitivity k [V/W] should be constant for any
values of Uin and Iin.
The ‘sensitivity map’ measured at 100 Hz is shown in
Fig. 3. It is obvious that the sensitivity almost does not de-
pend on the voltage at a fixed current, but unfortunately the
same is not valid for the varying current at a fixed voltage.
3.3. Frequency range and feedthrough
The frequency dependence of the sensitivity was mea-
s
p
c
h
q
T
the generators, the cable and its termination. Another prob-
lem that has to be taken into account is considerable leakage
of the input signals of the multiplier to the output. The leak-
age of one of the input signals of a multiplier to the output,
when the second input is grounded, is called “feedthrough”
[10]. In our case, the feedthrough of the supplying voltage of
the bridge is considerable, caused probably by the imaginary
parts of bridge elements impedances. Their compensation is
possible just for a certain frequency and thus the feedthrough
is strongly frequency dependent. If there are feedthroughs
from the both input channels, the reliability of the output is
affected, as the product of two sine functions at the same
frequency is not zero in general, and thus the resulting dc
component contributes to the useful output. If there is just
one channel feeding through to the output, it does not affect
the mean value (or active power, which is measured); how-
ever, the output value in certain time moment does not cor-
respond to the instantaneous power anymore. The maximum
feedthrough leakage of the supplying voltage is 320 mV RMS
at 200 kHz for the supplying voltage Ui = 2 V RMS, whereas
the maximum feedthrough of the current channel is 8 mV
RMS at 1 MHz for Ii = 2 mA RMS.
4. Conclusion
t
n
o
(
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hase shift 0◦. The −3 dB bandwidth of the amplifier is typi-
ally 200 kHz [9]. The device measures well up to a relatively
igh frequency of 100 kHz. When measuring at higher fre-
uencies, we have to consider some serious complications.
he first one is the impedance mismatch of the 50  output ofWe have demonstrated that a commercial magnetoresis-
ive sensor can be successfully used as a simple analog sig-
al multiplier or wattmeter. Amongst the main advantages
f the AMR used in this area belongs the wide bandwidth
1 MHz typically after the producer). As the compensation
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coil is placed very near to the sensitive bridge of the sensor,
we can reach an extreme sensitivity of the sensor to the mea-
sured current. Estimated from the magnetic applications of
the used sensor, the resolution should be in the order of units
of microampere in the current channel. The linearity error
with respect to the phase shift of the input signals is approx-
imately 0.1% in the range of ±70◦. A serious problem is the
change of the sensitivity with the current flowing through the
compensation coil of the sensor, probably a consequence of
the heating within the sensor structure and the intrinsic non-
linearity of the field response of the sensor. The leakage of the
supplying voltage of the bridge to the output is evident, and
it can be explained considering the non-negligible reactance
character of the bridge elements.
Further improvement could be done using a proper way of
the periodical flipping and synchronous detection [11] of the
output signal. Also, we suppose that the dependence of the
sensitivity on the current could be reduced using some type
of magnetic compensation mode of the sensor. However, two
excitation coils in the sensitive axis of the bridge would be
necessary.
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